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What this assessment is about
This infrastructure capability assessment is one of a series of supporting documents that
Infrastructure Victoria (IV) has used to assist them in developing their paper - Laying the
Foundations, Setting objectives and identifying needs for Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure
strategy.
This assessment sets out to:

•

Identify the major assets in the sector and provide the wider context in which assets
operate, including the interconnections between assets, identification of key stakeholders
and current industry trends in the sector

•

Provide a base of quantitative data as a foundation from which IV can start developing
the strategy in relation to asset value, historical and forecast investment, infrastructure
performance and current/future capacity in each sector

•

Identify the future challenges and opportunities associated with the sector, specifically
related to how existing infrastructure can be used to accommodate future demand.

This assessment represents an initial view on infrastructure in the sector and has been
prepared based on publicly available information and in consultation with the stakeholders
with whom we have engaged to date. Data collection has been based on consolidation of
existing and available information as opposed to undertaking new primary research.
This assessment is intended to set the scene for broader discussion and is complemented
by a range of other technical documents available at www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au. It is
IV’s intention that this work serves as one of the platforms for further engagement and
refinement of Victoria’s infrastructure needs as IV progresses its 30 year infrastructure
strategy development further.

What this assessment is not about
This assessment did not seek to and does not identify solutions. It does not propose options
for meeting Victoria’s infrastructure needs or make recommendations to Infrastructure
Victoria.
In preparing the assessment we acknowledge and understand that there is likely to be
additional information available that could help influence future thinking. The findings and
analysis through this assessment are an initial starting point and may be subject to change
as alternate views and information is identified.
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Key Findings
1.
2.

Enhance cultural, civic, sport and recreation infrastructure efficiency to strengthen operators ability to fund asset maintenance and renewal, without impeding community/visitor amenity.
Improve culture, civil, sport and recreation and tourism (CCSRT) infrastructure capacity and flexibility to provide services that are equitable and inclusive – enabling broad based
community participation.
Expand the State Collection storage capacity to reduce escalating and long-term operating costs generated from higher environmental controls (due to age and condition of storage
facilities) and increasing leased storage arrangements, whilst ensuring the preservation of the State Collection.
Strengthen and further diversify major event programming to maintain Victoria’s market leading status as a major events destination.
Upgrade the amenity and quality of regional community infrastructure to meet changing community demographics and address growing funding constraints of local government.
Invest in regional tourism product development to increase visitor spend and strengthen the state’s regional tourism proposition relative to competitors such as New South Wales (NSW)
and Queensland (QLD).

3.
4.
5.
6.

Infrastructure service performance

Infrastructure use
•

•

Future use of infrastructure across the CCSRT subsectors will be affected by various factors, the key
factors being:

Infrastructure
use

Infrastructure
service performance

• Service performance of major infrastructure has been
strong and consistent, demonstrated through:
-

-

Changing Victorian demographics, driven by an
increasingly diverse and aging population

Increasing visitation of major Melbourne based
assets (such as MOP and MSAC)

-

-

Increasing mobility and changing preferences of
international visitors, largely from Asian regions

High levels of visitor satisfaction amongst most
major assets

-

-

Financial challenges facing Government, such as
Local Government rate capping.

Versatility of use and a strong pipeline of future
major events of international significance.

Consideration needs to be directed toward
strengthening the capacity, versatility and quality of
existing infrastructure before significantly investing in
new infrastructure.

Operational
criticality &
resilience

Assets, expenditure
& governance

Operational criticality & resilience
• Infrastructure criticality has been defined based on the
impact of an operational failure at a state level.
• Potential operational disruptions to major CCSRT event
infrastructure are likely to have the greatest state-wide
impact, resulting in considerable financial damage (to
both the infrastructure and third parties such as
television coverage) and impairing the state’s reputation
as a major events leader.
• Whilst as a network of local and regional community
infrastructure is significant, the failure of a single
component is considered unlikely to have a significant
impact on the state-wide system of community CCSRT
infrastructure.

Infrastructure
condition

Assets, expenditure & governance
• The majority of CCSRT infrastructure is publically owned –
across local, state and the Australian Government.
• Over the last decade, capital investment has been directed
towards upgrading (growing) Melbourne’s sport and recreation,
civic and tourism infrastructure. investment directed toward
sustaining infrastructure has focussed on addressing critical
maintenance of major cultural assets.
• Over the same period, investment in CCSRT regional
infrastructure has been bespoke and largely directed toward
specific tourism attractions and civic upgrades.
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• Local and regional communities can have varying
requirements, expectations and uses of CCSRT
community infrastructure. Due to this variability and lack of
aggregate sector information, it is a challenge to provide
an overview of the performance of CCSRT local and
regional infrastructure.

Infrastructure condition
• Available information on the condition of CCSRT
infrastructure, particularly in Victoria’s regions is limited.
• Given the diversity and bespoke nature that exists within
and across the CCSRT sub-sector, the availability of
benchmark standards to define fitness for purpose is also
limited.

• Notwithstanding this, major sport and recreation
infrastructure used for international and televised events
are typically maintained and regenerated to a world class
standard.
• The condition of the remainder of infrastructure in the
CCSRT sectors varies greatly.
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Future challenges and opportunities
Significant CSSRT and supporting infrastructure and services will continue to be key enablers of Victoria’s liveability and visitation. Collectively, these sectors are vital to keeping communities
socially connected, healthy and attractive to visitors.
Sector

Challenges

Opportunities

Cultural, Civic,
Sport and
Recreation

•

Victoria’s major cultural, civic and sport and recreation sectors require a level of subsidisation to fund both
asset maintenance and renewal. This reinforces the need for coordinating Government agencies and
infrastructure operators to continually question how to achieve cost efficiencies, without impeding community
amenity or access. This includes strengthening existing and developing new partnerships between both
Government agencies and with private sector operators to manage service delivery and achieve administrative
efficiencies.

•

Enhance cultural, civic and sport and recreation
infrastructure efficiency to strengthen operators’
ability to fund asset maintenance and renewal,
without impeding community or visitor amenity.

•

Across Victoria, 48 regional councils own and operate a large amount of community infrastructure and open
public spaces. Collectively, this infrastructure (and enabling facilities and services) plays a critical role in
promoting community cohesion as well as economic prosperity through employment. To ensure regional
community infrastructure and associated services remain at a standard that meets changing local community
expectations and needs, State and Local Government need to continue to give consideration as to how
investment in infrastructure upgrades and new infrastructure can be coordinated so community amenity and
equitable access can be maintained.

•

Upgrade the amenity and quality of regional
community infrastructure and open public
spaces to meet changing community
demographics and address growing funding
constraints of Local Government.

•

Melbourne and Victoria's regional CCSRT infrastructure is recognised as being a nexus point for community
and cultural engagement. With diversity driven by increased migration, gender participation and an ageing
population, investment needs to be directed toward ensuring enabling infrastructure facilities and services are
equitable and inclusive. The Victorian Government’s commitment to invest $10 million (outlined in Victoria’s
Regional Statement, 2015) in increasing the number of women’s change rooms and facilities in regional sport
and recreation venues exemplifies this needed investment.

•

Improve CCSRT infrastructure capacity and
flexibility to provide services that are equitable
and inclusive. This will enable broad based
community participation.

•

Victoria is recognised as having a distinct and internationally leading major events program. Increasing rates of
cultural diversity, driven by growth in migration and visitor markets such as Asia, will require operators of
CCSRT infrastructure to increasingly focus on programming diversification and targeted visitor market
promotion. This includes strengthening existing and developing new strategic Government and private sector
partnerships to ensure the state’s events calendar remains relevant, accessible and a point of differentiation
between Victoria and its jurisdictional competitors.

•

Strengthen and further diversify major event
programming to maintain Victoria’s market
leading status as a major events destination.

Cultural

•

Victoria has a State Collection of cultural artefacts worth more than ~$5 billion (Creative Victoria 2014),
currently stored in a number of locations in Melbourne as well as at a regional site in Ballarat. Limited and
ageing storage infrastructure is impeded by inadequate maintenance funds for preservation and this is affecting
ongoing access to this important Collection. Given the value of the State Collection to both Victoria’s visitor
economy and local community, capital investment needs to be directed toward increasing onsite and offsite
storage capacity and consideration given to how economies of scale can be maximised between the six
operating agencies that have responsibility for preserving the State Collection.

•

Expand the State Collection storage capacity to
reduce escalating and long-term operating costs
generated from higher environmental controls
(due to age and condition of storage facilities)
and increasing leased storage arrangements,
whilst ensuring the preservation of the State
Collection.

Tourism

•

Although Victoria’s regions do benefit from domestic and international tourism, the level of regional visitation
spend is lower than key competitors, specifically NSW. Directing investment toward enabling tourism
accommodation and services around Victoria’s unique national parks will help to improve the current visitor
experience and perception of regional Victoria as a tourism destination. Given the current immaturity of tourism
infrastructure in these areas, further consideration needs to be given toward how the Government can
strengthen the commercial business case for regional investment, increasing the level and quality of private
sector interest in developing and operating tourism products and services.

•

Invest in regional tourism product development
to increase visitor spend and strengthen the
state’s regional tourism proposition relative to
competitors such as NSW and QLD.

Cultural, Civic,
Sports and
Recreation
and Tourism
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CCSRT
1.1 Introduction

1.3 Scope

This report provides an assessment of the infrastructure capability and capacity within
the Victorian cultural, civic, sport and recreation and tourism (CCSRT) sectors.
Analysis and findings are organised across five themes:

The major infrastructure and assets supporting the CCSRT sectors assessed within this report have
been identified and categorised using the definitions outlined in Table 1. Although infrastructure has
been grouped based on individual sectors, this report does recognise the inherent relationship that
exists between the CCSRT sectors, particularly in the assessment of infrastructure performance and
use.

1.

Assessment of expenditure and governance

2.

Infrastructure condition

3.

Infrastructure service performance

4.

Operational criticality and resilience

5.

Infrastructure use across the CCSRT sectors.

1.2 Sector Overview
Collectively, the CCSRT sectors which Victoria has created complement each other
and position Victoria as a destination of choice to both live in and visit. This
complementarity, inter-dependency and linkage can, at times, make it challenging to
separate the demand drivers and attribute performance outcomes to infrastructure
within each individual sector. This is due to the significant infrastructure and support
services within these sectors being both an enabler of visitation as well as community
participation and social cohesion.
Infrastructure such as the National Gallery of Victoria (NGV), Federation Square,
Melbourne Olympic Park (MOP) and the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre (MCEC) offer a unique user experience and collectively they work together to
reinforce the strength of Victoria’s major events and cultural programming calendar.
Each year, the events and cultural product made available through these venues
attract both a domestic and international audience.
Equally, the infrastructure within the CCSRT sectors provides a place for residents
and members of the community to engage with one another, learn and share different
experiences. In communities, these assets play a considerable role in creating
cohesive communities and enhancing the health and welfare of local residents.
Together, infrastructure across the CCSRT sectors strengthens Victoria’s cultural
diversity and inclusiveness – providing secure, accessible and vibrant locations for
people to live.
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Table 1: CCSRT definitions
Sub-sector

Definition

Cultural

A man-made structure in Victoria which is recognised nationally as
contributing to the State's creative brand and cultural heritage.

Civic

An iconic man-made structure in Victoria which is recognised nationally
as a place that facilitates major social engagement in the State.

Tourism

A man-made structure in Victoria which hosts major national and
international sporting events in the State and/or supports large-scale
community participation in physical activity. This sub-sector excludes
national parks (covered in environment) but it does include infrastructure
which enables major tourism attraction and services supporting
significant visitation to national parks.

Sport and
recreation

A man-made structure in Victoria which attracts high-yielding national
and international visitors to the State and/or enables high performance
sport and/or enhances community participation in sport and recreation.

There are also a number of cultural, civic and sports and recreation facilities (including for high
performance) that are not captured in this assessment which are otherwise very important. This
includes local communities, particularly in the regional context.
Table 2 provides the definitions used to categorise the extent to which capital investment has been
directed toward growing or sustaining an asset’s capacity and/or capability.
Table 2: Asset investment definitions
Asset investment

Definition

Sustain

Replacement or renewal of asset components which do not
increase the overall capacity or capability of an asset.

Growth

Addition or enhancement of the asset which increases the overall
capacity or capability of an asset.

6

Overview of CCSRT sectors
•

A high proportion of major assets which support the CCSRT sectors are publically owned – across Local, State and Federal Government. However operating arrangements for these assets
and associated services is distributed among a mixture of public and independent agencies as well as private enterprises. Together, these four sectors work in complement to position Victoria
as a destination of choice to both live and visit.

•

Significant and supporting infrastructure and services act as both an enabler of tourism attraction and community participation. They play a vital role in keeping communities socially
connected, healthy and attractive to visitors. It is the confluence of the infrastructure and services provided by these sectors that enable this social and economic dividend.

•

Visitation and liveability drivers include:
• Melbourne’s major events calendar, supported by large-scale cultural, sports and recreation infrastructure
• high quality and bespoke dining and accommodation options provided by the hospitality sector
• secure and accessible public spaces made available by major civic venues
• leading knowledge, health and well-being services delivered by the Melbourne's various education and health infrastructure.
It is the unique confluence of these sectors working together that positions Melbourne as the most liveable city in the world (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2015) and the sporting and cultural
capital of Australia (Victorian State Government, 2015).

•

Within Victoria’s five regional economies (Loddon Mallee, Hume, Gippsland, Barwon Southwest and Grampians), the 48 regional local Councils play a pivotal role in developing and
maintaining community infrastructure that supports the CCSRT sectors. This infrastructure varies in scale, type and use and it ranges from large sport stadiums (Eureka Stadium in Ballarat),
major regional galleries (Bendigo Art Gallery) and significant tourism attractions (Alpine resorts) to community halls, hubs and public open spaces in smaller regional areas which are often
multi-purpose.

•

An asset such as a community hub and supporting services in a local community may be used to support all four sectors. Whilst regional infrastructure may be smaller in size than
Melbourne’s equivalent major infrastructure, the scale of the CCSRT infrastructure in these communities provides considerable coverage across the state and also intangible social value.
Each year, there are over 1.3 million unique visits to community facilities (SGS Economics, 2014). This highlights the vital role this infrastructure plays in keeping residents socially connected
and the regional area attractive to visitors.

•

Over the last 10 years, capital investment has been directed towards upgrading Melbourne’s sport and recreation, civic and tourism infrastructure and funding has continued to be directed
toward sustaining the state’s iconic cultural infrastructure. Whilst there has been investment into Victoria’s regions, this has largely been bespoke and directed toward upgrading
accommodation and snow facilities in Victoria’s Alpine resorts and the development of new multi-purpose civic infrastructure in major regional cities, such as Geelong.

•

Over the
•
•
•
•

•

It is important to continue to invest in further enhancing Melbourne’s major events infrastructure – specifically assets that support the sport and recreation and tourism sectors. While Victoria
may have world class event infrastructure today it needs to be continually reviewed and upgraded to ensure the State’s competitive position is retained. However it is equally important to
understand the inflexion point, where continued enhancement investment will start to result in lower marginal economic and social benefit to the state over the medium term (given
infrastructure is currently world-class). Understanding this inflexion point may strengthen the case for diverting investment toward other CCSRT infrastructure options, including expanding the
level of investment in Victoria’s network of local community infrastructure

•

Key drivers influencing this and other future infrastructure investment decisions in the CCSRT sectors include:
- A changing community profile resulting from population growth, changing lifestyle requirements (impacted by time constraints), increasing rates of migration in Melbourne and Greater
Melbourne and potential population declines in the State’s smaller regional and rural areas. All Victorian communities will need to address the needs of an increasingly aged population.
- A changing international visitor profile with growth in tourists from Asia (particularly China) continuing to outstrip growth from the United Kingdom and United States.
- Financial challenges facing Government, for example Local Government rate capping (however, there may be opportunities to offset this where debt is under-utilised).
- An expanding global investor market, increasing the availability of foreign private capital seeking viable Australian investment opportunities.

next four years the Victorian Government has committed investment in CCSRT infrastructure toward:
Subsiding the operation of the city’s cultural infrastructure, such as the $5 million per annum Arts and Cultural Maintenance Fund (committed for the next four years)
Increasing capacity, versatility and contemporary design of major events infrastructure across all four sectors, particularly sport and recreation and tourism
Upgrading the amenity, accessibility and design efficiency of existing local community and regional infrastructure, preserving and enhancing inclusive community participation
Developing new regional infrastructure, particularly in the tourism sector to drive increased visitation to Victoria’s regions.
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Assets, expenditure and governance

Assets expenditure
and governance

1. Current major infrastructure assets

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

The figures below geographically present the major Melbourne infrastructure and a sample of major regional based infrastructure captured within the CCSRT sectors.
Figure 1: Geographic distribution of cultural assets

Culture

Public

20

5

Private

Figure 3: Geographic distribution of civic assets

Civic

Shepparton Heritage
Centre

1

Shepparton Arts Museum

Grampians
• Bendigo Art
Gallery
• Art Gallery of
Ballarat

1
1

• Geelong
Performing Arts
Centre

1

Grampians

Shepparton

• Bendigo Town
Hall

Hume
Bendigo

Ballarat

Greater
Melbourne
Werribee
City
Geelong

• Ballarat South
Community Hub

1

Gippsland

1

• Geelong Library
and Heritage
Centre

• Latrobe Regional Gallery
Wonthaggi

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arts Centre
Australian Centre for the Moving Image
Docklands Studios
Frankston Arts Centre
Ian Potter Centre (NGV Australia)
Immigration Museum
State Library of Victoria
Public Records Office

•
•
•
•
•
•

Melbourne Museum
Melbourne Recital Centre
NGV International
Royal Exhibition Building
Scienceworks
Shrine of Remembrance

Sport and Recreation

15

•
•
•
•
•

Festival Hall
Forum Theatre
Her Majesty's Theatre
Princess Theatre
Regent Theatre

15

• Shepparton Sports Precinct

• Bendigo Stadium
(16.5m upgrade)

1

• Eureka Stadium
in Ballarat

1

• Simonds Stadium

1

Shepparton

Ballarat

Greater
Melbourne
Werribee
City

Federation Square
Melbourne Markets
Melbourne Town Hall
Old Treasury Building
Parliament House
Queen Victoria Market
Government House
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• Chadstone Shopping
Centre

2

• Victorian
Goldfields Railway

Hume

Grampians

• Sovereign Hill

Bendigo

Ballarat

1

AAMI Park
Albert Park - Grand Prix track
Caulfield Racecourse
Flemington Racecourse
Junction Oval
Lakeside Stadium

•
•
•
•

Melbourne and Olympic Park
Melbourne Cricket Ground
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre
Princes Park

10

• Docklands Stadium
(Etihad)
• Huntingdale Golf Club

Private

6

1
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Gippsland

1

1

7
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•
•
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1

Figure 4: Geographic distribution of tourism assets

Tourism
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5

Figure 2: Geographic distribution of sport and
recreation assets
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1
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1
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• Melbourne Convention and
Exhibition Centre
• Melbourne Zoo
• Puffing Billy, Dandenong
Ranges
• Werribee Open Range Zoo

4
• Crown Casino and Entertainment
Complex
• Luna Park
• Melbourne Star Observation Wheel
• Sea Life Melbourne Aquarium

4

Note: There are also a number of cultural, civic and sports and recreation facilities (including for high performance) that are not
captured in this assessment which are otherwise very important. This includes local communities, particularly in the regional
context.
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Assets expenditure
and governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

1. Current major Melbourne and Greater Melbourne infrastructure
Culture
Table 3: List of Melbourne and Greater Melbourne cultural infrastructure

Asset

Ownership and
concessions*

Management*

Australian Centre for the Moving
Image

Victorian State Government

Australian Centre for the Moving Image
(Agency)

Docklands Studios

Victorian State Government

Docklands Studios (Agency)

A number of assets are located in the ‘Melbourne Arts Precinct’
(Victorian State Government 2012) including the Arts Centre,
Melbourne Recital Hall, NGV and the Australian Centre for the
Moving Image (ACMI) - the only venue of its kind in Australia.

Frankston Arts Centre

Frankston City Council

Frankston City Council
and Frankston Performing Arts Centre
Advisory Board

Arts Centre

Victorian State Government

Victorian Arts Centre Trust

These assets play a key role in supporting the state’s creative
industries – arts, culture, screen, literature, performance, digital
games, music and design – and work in unison with other
sectors (such as sport and recreation) to define key
competitive advantages of living and visiting the state.

Ian Potter Centre

Victorian State Government

Immigration Museum

Victorian State Government

National Gallery Victoria, Council of
Trustees
Museum Victoria

Melbourne Museum

Victorian State Government

Museum Victoria

Melbourne Recital Centre

Victorian State Government

Melbourne Recital Centre Ltd

NGV International

Victorian State Government

National Gallery Victoria, Council of
Trustees

Public Record Office Victoria

Victorian State Government

Public Record Office Victoria

Royal Exhibition Building

Victorian State Government

Museum Victoria

Scienceworks

Victorian State Government

Museum Victoria

Shrine of Remembrance

Victorian State Government

Shrine of Remembrance Trustees

State Library of Victoria

Victorian State Government

State Library Victoria

Festival Hall

Stadiums Pty Ltd

Stadiums Pty Ltd

Forum Theatre

Marriner Group

Marriner Group

Her Majesty's Theatre

Mr Mike Walsh (OBE)

Mr Mike Walsh (OBE)

Princess Theatre

Marriner Group

Marriner Group

Regent Theatre

Marriner Group

Marriner Group

Victoria is considered the creative capital of Australia (Creative
Victoria, 2015). It is home to a diverse range of major cultural
infrastructure spanning performance theatres, art galleries,
museums, libraries, film studios and heritage buildings.
Table 3 contains some of Melbourne’s most iconic cultural
assets, including the most visited public gallery, museum and
library in the country (Museum Victoria, 2015).

These assets and the organisations responsible for their
management support a local, national and international events
calendar and creative product that is synonymous with
Victoria’s heritage and growing multi-cultural community.
Annual cultural programming includes recognised exhibitions,
theatre productions and musicals. (Creative Victoria, 2015).

City

Figure 5: Melbourne Arts Precinct

* Ownership and management has been attributed via a review of organisational websites and annual reports listed in the bibliography.
Source: Victorian State Government 2012
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Assets expenditure
and governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

1. Current major Melbourne and Greater Melbourne infrastructure assets
Civic
Melbourne is considered to be one of the word’s most liveable cities. It was ranked first in the 2015 Economist Intelligence Unit’s Global Liveability Index (Invest Victoria, 2015). This reputation
relies on a confluence of several sectors and enabling infrastructure and services working in complement, to create a stable social environment and a diverse community. Included in this is the
city’s major civic infrastructure outlined in Table 4.
Melbourne’s civic assets are recognised (in both design and use) as being a nexus point for community and cultural engagement. They are enabled through community hubs, accessible open
and public spaces and significant and eclectic shopping precincts. Assets such as Federation Square provide an integrated place where local, interstate and international visitors can gather
and connect over a variety of experiences that are associated with Melbourne: sport, arts and culture, and food and wine.
In contrast, for over 130 years the heritage infrastructure that houses the Queen Victoria Markets has enabled local residents and visitors to engage and shop with one another. Since it
opened in 1878, the market has transformed from a livestock to a wholesale fruit and vegetable market to a large and well-known civic market.

Table 4: List of Melbourne and Greater Melbourne civic infrastructure

City

Asset

Ownership and concessions*

Management*

Federation Square

Victorian State Government

Federation Square Pty Ltd

Government House

Victorian State Government

Office of the Governor

Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable
Market

Victorian State Government

Melbourne Markets Authority

Melbourne Town Hall

City of Melbourne

City of Melbourne

Old Treasury Building

Victorian State Government

Old Treasury Building Reserve
Committee of Management

Parliament House

Victorian State Government

Department of Parliamentary Services

Queen Victoria Markets

Victorian State Government and City of
Melbourne

Queen Victoria Market Pty Ltd

Chadstone Shopping Centre

Vicinity Centres

Chadstone Centre Management

* Ownership and management has been attributed via a review of organisational websites and annual reports listed in the bibliography.
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Assets expenditure
and governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

1. Current major Melbourne and Greater Melbourne infrastructure assets
Sport and recreation

Table 5: List of Melbourne and Greater Melbourne sport and recreation infrastructure

Melbourne is recognised as being the major events and
sporting capital of Australia (Invest Victoria, 2015).
Melbourne and Greater Melbourne contain established
sporting and recreational precincts that are of an
international scale, size, scale and quality.
An example includes MOP which contains assets such
as AAMI Park, Hisense Arena and the globally
recognised Rod Laver Arena – the first arena in the
world to contain a retractable roof (MOP, 2015).

These assets realise a considerable economic and
social contribution to the state, largely facilitated
through a major events calendar as well as broad-scale
community participation and engagement. This
calendar consists of major sporting, entertainment and
business events which consistently draw a national and
international audience. Melbourne’s sport and
recreation event capacity is not only based on the
standard and capacity of sport and recreation
infrastructure but also the infrastructure that supports
events, like public transport, accommodation options
and tourism destinations.

Asset

Ownership and
concessions*

AAMI Park

Victorian State Government

Albert Park - Grand Prix track

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)

Australian Grand Prix Corporation

Caulfield Racecourse

Victorian State Government

Caulfield Racecourse Reserve
Trust

Princes Park (Ikon Stadium)

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)

City of Melbourne

Flemington Racecourse

Victorian State Government

Victoria Racing Club

Junction Oval (St Kilda Cricket
Ground)

City
Lakeside Stadium

The sport and recreation assets, outlined in Table 5,
and the organisations responsible for their
management also contribute to strengthening the
liveability of the state. Major sport and recreation assets
such as the MSAC and Junction Oval are made
accessible to the public to encourage community
participation in recreational activities and are also used
by local and state sporting clubs as a training venue.

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)
Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)

Melbourne and Olympic Parks
Trust

St Kilda Football Club to transfer to
Cricket Victoria in 2017
State Sports Centre Trust

Melbourne and Olympic Park

Victorian State Government

Melbourne & Olympic Parks Trust

Melbourne Cricket Ground

Victorian State Government

Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust

Victorian State Government
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre (Crown land managed by State Sports
Centre Trust)

Figure 6: Melbourne and Olympic Park

Management*

State Sports Centre Trust

Docklands Stadium (Etihad)

James Fielding Funds Management

Melbourne Stadiums Limited

Huntingdale Golf Club

Huntingdale Golf Club

Huntingdale Golf Club

State Netball and Hockey Centre

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by State Sports
Centre Trust)

State Sports Centre Trust

* Ownership and management has been attributed via a review of organisational websites and annual reports listed in the bibliography.
Source MOP 2015
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Assets expenditure
and governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

1. Current major Melbourne and Greater Melbourne infrastructure
Tourism
Melbourne’s ‘visitor economy’ is a significant driver of the state’s economic and social activity. Melbourne and Victoria’s tourism sector is unique in that it relies on a confluence of several
sectors and enabling infrastructure and services working in complement to attract and service visitors.
Visitation drivers include the city’s major events calendar that is supported by cultural, civic and sport infrastructure, high quality and bespoke dining and accommodation options provided
by the hospitality sector, and the knowledge, health and well-being services delivered by the city’s various education and health assets.
Therefore as a destination of choice, the Melbourne ‘experience’ can mean different things to different people. Visitors may be drawn by a sporting event such as the Australian Open, the
opportunity to view a unique cultural product at the NGV or to visit a family member who is studying locally (or a combination of these factors). While doing so, visitors augment their ‘visitor
experience’ by visiting tourism attractions such as those outlined in Table 6, each of which provides an distinct visitor experience.

Table 6: List of Melbourne and Greater Melbourne tourism infrastructure

City

Asset

Ownership and concessions*

Management*

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre

Victorian State Government

Melbourne Exhibition Centre Trust

Melbourne Zoo

Victorian State Government

Zoo Victoria

Crown Casino and Entertainment Complex

Crown Resorts Limited

Crown Resorts Limited

Luna Park

Linfox Group, Virtual Communities and
Liberty Petro

TBC

Melbourne Star Observation Wheel

Sanoyas Rides Australia Pty Ltd

Sanoyas Rides Australia Pty Ltd

Puffing Billy Railway

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks Victoria)

The Emerald Tourist Railway Board

Sea Life Melbourne Aquarium

Merlin Entertainments Group

Merlin Entertainments Group

Werribee Open Range Zoo

Victorian State Government

Zoo Victoria

* Ownership and management has been attributed via a review of organisational websites and annual reports listed in the bibliography.
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1. Current major regional infrastructure assets
Culture
Across Victoria’s regions are a range of cultural assets that support local community and creative industries – including the visual arts, performing arts, literature, music as well as new and
emerging digital art forms. There are many regional culture assets located across Victoria however Table 7 contains a sample of assets from major regional cities located in the Loddon Mallee,
Hume, Grampians, Barwon Southwest and Gippsland regions.
A large proportion of regional cultural assets are owned by local councils who play a key role in their development and maintenance, as well as providing and curating creative product. The size
and scale of individual cultural venues in regional Victoria may not be considered major however when viewed as a network of infrastructure their coverage is significant. In local areas, these
assets are important for keeping communities socially connected and attractive to visitors through hosting a unique and diverse program calendar.
Indicating the spread of cultural assets throughout regional Victoria , there are 79 council-owned or supported theatres and 62 council-owned or supported public galleries. This is in addition to
263 public library branches and 27 mobile libraries servicing remote locations (MAV, 2015). Although these figures do not capture some of the community and privately operated assets, they do
reinforce the broad coverage of Victoria’s regional culture infrastructure. The fragmented ownership (among various councils) and operation of these assets as well as their geographic
dispersion present key operating challenges. This includes balancing asset sustainability through maintaining community access whilst attracting commercial arts and cultural products.

Table 7: List of Major regional cultural infrastructure

Figure 7: Regional distribution of Victorian Performance Arts Venues

Ownership and
concessions*

Management*

Bendigo Art Gallery

City of Greater Bendigo

City of Greater Bendigo
and Bendigo Gallery Board
of Management

Art Gallery of Ballarat

City of Ballarat

City of Ballarat

Shepparton Art
Museum

Greater Shepparton
City Council

Greater Shepparton City
Council

Latrobe Regional
Gallery

City of Latrobe

City of Latrobe

Geelong Performing
Arts Centre

Victorian State
Government

Geelong Performing Arts
Centre Trust

Asset

Regional

*Ownership and management has been attributed via a review of organisational websites and annual reports
listed in the bibliography.
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1. Current major regional infrastructure assets
Civic
Across regional Victoria, 48 local councils represent and service the needs of local communities. The local councils have various roles, one of which is the provision and/or support of civic
assets such as community halls, hubs, precincts and public open spaces which support community participation and interaction.
There are many regional civic assets located across Victoria. Table 8 contains a sample of assets from major regional cities located in the Loddon Mallee, Hume, Grampians, Barwon Southwest
and Gippsland regions. The size and scale of individual civic venues in regional Victoria may not be considered major, however when viewed as a network of infrastructure their coverage is
significant. In local areas, these assets play a considerable role in keeping in creating healthy communities, supporting social inclusion and enhancing the health and welfare of local residents.
Although councils have traditionally owned, operated and funded civic assets such as town and community halls, there is an increasing trend for councils to co-fund the development of multipurpose and shared use civic infrastructure with State Governments and/or community organisations (DPCD and Growth Areas Authority, 2010). For example, the Ballarat South Community
Hub was co-developed by the City of Ballarat, Victorian State Government and Phoenix P-12 Community College. This innovative community multi-use facility is a part of the Ballarat South
Community Learning Precinct. Tenants includes the Ballarat Neighbourhood Centre, however the venue also contains a range of community function and meeting areas for hire.

Table 8: List of Major regional civic infrastructure

Figure 8: Distribution of Victorian regional local Councils and associated civic infrastructure

Asset

Ownership and
concessions*

Management*

Bendigo Town Hall

City of Bendigo

City of Bendigo

Mildura
Swan Hill

Ballarat South Community Ballarat South Community Ballarat South Community
Hub
Learning Precinct
Learning Precinct

Regional

Geelong Library and
Heritage Centre

Yarriambiack
Hindmarsh

City of Greater Geelong

City of Greater Geelong

Shepparton Heritage
Centre

Shepparton Heritage
Centre Inc.

Shepparton Heritage
Centre Inc.

Latrobe Performing Arts
Centre (includes town hall)

City of Latrobe

City of Latrobe

* Ownership and management has been attributed via a review of organisational websites and annual
reports listed in the bibliography.
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Gannawarra

Buloke
Moira

Wodonga

Campaspe

Indigo
Benalla
Greater
Wangaratta
Strathbogie
Horsham
Bendigo
Central
Alpine
Mt
Mitchell
Goldfields Alexander
Mansfield
Macdeon
Hepburn
Ararat
Murrindinal
Ranges
Sth Grampians
Ballarat
Pyreness
Moorabool
Wellington
Yarra
Golden
Ranges
Glenelg
plains
Moyne
Cardinia Baw Baw
CoranGrt Geelong
Surf Queenscliff
Latrobe
gamite
Warrnambool
Colac Coast
Sth
Mornington
Otway
Peninsula BassGippsland
Coast
Loddon

West
Wimmera

Nth
Grampians

Greater
Shepparton

Towong

East
Gippsland

Source: Victorian State Government 2015
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1. Current major regional infrastructure assets
Sport and recreation
There are nearly 10,000 community sport and recreational assets in Melbourne and specifically located across regional Victoria (Sport and Recreation Asset Register, 2015). Regional councils
play a key role in developing and maintaining these assets and necessary support services. While commonly owned by local councils, this community infrastructure can also be operated by
community organisations such as state sporting associations or community sporting clubs.
There are many regional sport and recreation assets located across Victoria. Table 9 contains a sample of assets from major regional cities located in the Loddon Mallee, Hume, Grampians,
Barwon Southwest and Gippsland regions. These assets can vary in both size and type, from large sporting stadiums through to small-scale community recreational facilities such as tennis and
netball courts.

The role of larger stadium venues (e.g. Eureka Stadium in Ballarat) is increasingly being looked upon as an avenue for attracting Melbourne residents and interstate visitors to regional Victoria.
This produces economic dividends through increased visitor spend and generated employment. Venues of this nature have been earmarked for upgrade and expansion to host regional and
state sporting events.
Considerably smaller in size, the scale of community sport and recreation venues in regional Victoria may not be considered major. However, the coverage of the network is significant. Local
sport and recreation venues are often viewed as a place of congregation that encourages community interaction and draws toget her residents around sport, health and well-being. Collectively,
this infrastructure realises large-scale social and economic benefits, thus contributing to gross state product, jobs and delivering health savings to the economy.
Table 9: List of Major regional sport and recreation infrastructure

Asset

Ownership and
concessions*

Eureka Stadium

City of Ballarat

Victorian State
Phillip Island Grand Prix
Government
Circuit
(Crown land managed by
Parks Victoria)

Regional

Figure 9: Distribution of Victorian regional local Councils and associated community and
recreational sporting infrastructure

Management*
City of Ballarat

Mildura
Swan Hill

Linfox Property Group
(land leased by Parks
Victoria)

Yarriambiac
k
Buloke
Hindmarsh

Gannawarra
Moira

Wodonga

Campaspe

Simonds Stadium

City of Greater Geelong

City of Greater
Geelong

Bendigo Stadium

City of Greater Bendigo

Bendigo Stadium
Limited

Shepparton Sports
Precinct

City of Greater
Shepparton

City of Greater
Shepparton

Traralgon Sports Stadium

City of Latrobe

City of Latrobe

Indigo
Greater
Shepparton Benalla
West
Nth
Greater
Wangaratta
Strathbogie
Wimmera Horsham
Grampians
Bendigo
Central
Alpine
Mt
GoldfieldsAlexander Mitchell
Mansfield
Macdeon
Hepburn
Ararat
Murrindinal
Ranges
Sth Grampians
Ballarat
Pyreness
Moorabool
Wellington
Yarra
Golden
Ranges
Glenelg
plains
Moyne
Cardinia Baw Baw
Queenscliff
CoranGrt
Surf Geelong
Latrobe
gamite
Warrnambool
Colac Coast
Sth
Mornington
Otway
Peninsula BassGippsland
Coast
Loddon

Towong

East
Gippsland

Source: Victorian State Government 2015

*Ownership and management has been attributed via a review of organisational websites and annual reports
listed in the bibliography.
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1. Current major regional infrastructure assets
Tourism
Victoria’s regional ‘visitor’ economy is a significant driver of
economic and social activity within regional Victoria.

Table 10: List of Major regional tourism infrastructure

Similar to Melbourne, the regional tourism sector is also
unique in that it relies on a confluence of sectors and enabling
infrastructure and services working in complement.

Asset

Ownership and
concessions*

Management*

Falls Creek snow resort

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)

The Falls Creek Alpine Resort
Management Board, operated by
Merlin Entertainment

Lake Mountain

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)

Operated by Belgravia
Management on behalf of the
Lake Mountain Alpine Resort
Management Board

Mount Buller alpine resort

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)

Mt Buller Mt Stirling Resort
Management

Mount Hotham snow resort

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)

Mt Hotham Alpine Resort
Management

Phillip Island Penguin Park

Victorian State Government
(Crown land managed by Parks
Victoria)

Phillip Island Nature Parks

Victorian Goldfields Railway

Castlemaine & Maldon Railway
Preservation Society

Castlemaine & Maldon Railway
Preservation Society

State Coal Mine

Victorian State Government

Parks Victoria

Sovereign Hill

The Sovereign Hill Museums
Association

The Sovereign Hill Museums
Association

Visitation drivers include the opportunity to experience:
•

nature based assets maintained by the environment
sector

•

spa and wellbeing offerings provided by the hospitality
sector

•

arts and cultural product curated by the cultural sector

•

major sporting events associated with the regional
sporting sector.

Regional

These sectors are supported (to varying degrees) by enabling
transport and accommodation infrastructure.
This means the ‘experience’ of regional Victoria is dependent,
in part, upon the strength of major built and nature-based
tourism attractions and other sectors. Table 10 provides an
indicative list of example regional tourism infrastructure. This
is not a complete list.
The state’s national parks provide a unique landscape and
setting that attracts visitors, though visitation is affected by
climate and seasonality.
The snow facilities, accommodation and dining offerings of
Victoria’s Alpine resorts attract a number of visitors each year
during the ski season however visitation varies with snow
conditions and drops off outside peak snow periods.

* Ownership and management has been attributed via a review of organisational websites and annual reports listed in the bibliography.
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2. Asset investment – last 10 years
Melbourne and Greater Melbourne investment

Trend in major city asset investment

Sustain (2006-2015)
Growth
Table 11: Asset investment in Melbourne and Greater Melbourne
Sector
Asset*
2006*-2015
2006*-2015
($m)
Australian Centre for the Moving Image

•

Major public investment projects during this period have been directed by election commitments and
documented sector needs established in submitted business cases (which are developed within
Victoria’s investment lifecycle guidelines).

•

Over 56 per cent (~$111 million) of sustainment investment has been directed toward the cultural
asset base. Notwithstanding this there are indicators that this level of funding has been inadequate
to meet asset renewal requirements:

10

Arts Centre

30

NGV (Ian Potter and NGV International)
Immigration Museum

27
14

Melbourne Recital Centre

128

Public Records Office Building

30

Royal Exhibition Building

8

Scienceworks

68

Shrine of Remembrance

103

State Library of Victoria

Civic

Table 11 demonstrates that significant investment over the past 10 years has been directed towards
growing the capacity and capability of assets (~$5.17 billion) relative to sustaining the asset base
(~$192 million). Growth investments outweighed sustain investments almost 30:1.

12

Docklands Studios

Cultural

($m)

•

12

Federation Square

23

Government House

4

Melbourne Markets

484

Parliament House

9

Albert Park - Grand Prix track

8

•

Junction Oval (St Kilda Cricket Ground)

a)

Capital funding for sustaining assets and operational funding for maintenance funding
are being over-stretched. For example, the Arts and Cultural Maintenance Fund (Arts
Victoria and DPC, 2013) has been continually over oversubscribed between the major
state-owned and tenanted facilities, with most of its funds directed to critical maintenance
on a reactive basis.

b)

Insufficient asset sustainment investment to maintain capacity. For example, the
independent agencies with responsibility for the State Collection have highlighted that
insufficient investment has resulted in the condition of some of the storage facilities for
the State Collection being old, substandard and inadequate. This has resulted in
operational cost inefficiencies but also risks the Collection and staff (Arts Victoria, 2014).

Most of the growth investment has been directed toward the tourism sector (at MCEC ~$370 million
was funded by the Victorian Government and the remainder funded by the private sector) and the
sport and recreation sectors (~$366 million Melbourne and Olympic Park redevelopment). This
investment has increased Melbourne’s ability to host major events and at a larger scale.

Sport and

Lakeside Stadium

60

recreation

Melbourne and Olympic Park

972

Example city asset investment projects

55

1.

$67.5 million upgrade to the galleries of the
Shrine of Remembrance and visitor centre

2.

$704 million Stage 1 redevelopment of MOP in
addition to the $267 million construction of
AAMI Park

3.

$1.4 billion Stage 1 development MCEC.

Melbourne Cricket Ground

Tourism

13

Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre
Crown Casino and Entertainment Complex
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre
Melbourne Star Observation Wheel
Melbourne Zoo

67
1,700
1,400
100
40

Sea Life Melbourne Aquarium
Total

8
192
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5,166

Figure 10: Asset investment in Melbourne
and Greater Melbourne (2006-2015)*

*Asset investment figures rounded to the nearest $100,000. Figures
represent projects committed by the Victorian Government between
2005-06 to 2014-15, as outlined in the Victorian State Budget
Papers. Private investment figures have been obtained from the
specific private sector company annual reports and websites listed
in the bibliography.
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2. Asset investment – last 10 years
Trend in regional asset investment

Regional Victoria investment
Table 12: Sample asset investment in regional Victoria (2006-2015)

Sector

Asset

Sustain 2006*-

Growth 2006-

2015 ($m)

2015 ($m)

Geelong Performing Arts Centre

3

Shepparton Art Museum

2

Cultural

Civic
Sport and
recreation

Geelong Library and Heritage
Centre
Simonds Stadium

13

Sovereign Hill

9
7

Werribee Open Range Zoo

3
79

Total
Table 13: Sample local government expenditure in
recreational, leisure and community assets

Example Council

Expenditure**
2014/15($m)

Percentage of Total
Council Budget
2014/15

Ballarat

20.1

30.7%

Bendigo

***

***

Geelong

10.5

11.9%

Latrobe

0.02

0.016%

Shepparton

7.1

22.4%

Total

37.7

N/A
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The majority of regional infrastructure in the cultural, civic and sport and recreation sectors
are owned by local councils.

•

Table 12 shows capital investment for a sample of assets in major regional cities located
in the Loddon Mallee, Hume, Grampians, Barwon Southwest and Gippsland regions.

•

Over the last 10 years, greater levels of investment has been directed toward growing the
capacity and capability of assets (~$121 million) than towards sustainment (~$20 million).

•

Most of this growth investment has been directed toward expanding and developing assets
in the civic and tourism sectors, providing facilities of a scale and quality to maintain and
grow visitation.

Example regional asset investment projects
1.

59

Major Alpine Resorts
Tourism

45

•

61

2.

$3 million Stage 1 redevelopment of the Geelong Performing Arts Centre (GPAC) to
modernise the interior of the Playhouse
$45 million new construction of the Geelong Library and Heritage Centre

3.

$7 million major upgrade of the Gold Museum at Sovereign Hill.

Capital investment in recreational, leisure and community facilities
•

Table 13 shows the 2015/2015 capital expenditure for recreational, leisure and community
assets for a sample of major regional city councils.

•

These figures indicate that council funding toward maintenance and upkeep of assets
(which are included in the cultural, civic and sport and recreation sectors) is significant –
accounting for 10 per cent and up to 30 per cent of annual budgets.

•

The variability in this expenditure could reflect the different size, scale and age of assets
across local councils as well as different expenditure accounting methods.

•

This is demonstrative of inconsistencies across the local Government sector which
presents a continual challenge for sector-wide planning and maintenance of infrastructure.
Figure 11: Asset investment in major regional based assets over the last 10 years *
* Asset investment figures rounded to the
nearest $100,000. Figures represent projects
committed by the Victorian Government
between 2005-06 to 2014-15, as outlined in
the Victorian State Budget Papers.
**Capital expenditure figured cited from
Know Your Council data made accessible
through Local Government Victoria
Performance Data 2014/2015.
*** No capital expenditure information not
available for City of Greater Bendigo Council
in Local Government Victoria Performance
Data 2014/2015.
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3. Future major infrastructure projects
Culture
Funding provided by the Victorian Government to the cultural sector over the last
decade has been directed toward both growing and upgrading key assets as well
as subsidising maintenance requirements.
The commitments made by the Victorian Government in the 2015/16* budget
(Victorian State Government, 2015) broadly represent a continuation of this
funding trend. A significant portion of the committed $200 million to the cultural
sector has been allocated toward improving and upgrading existing
infrastructure.

Geelong Performing Arts Centre
The Victorian Government has committed $30 million to fund Stage Three of the
GPAC upgrade.
Overview
•

Geelong has been developing a regional hub for arts and
culture activities in the city (as outlined in the Geelong
Masterplan). This includes the refurbishment and expansion
of GPAC which will be completed in four stages.

•

The Victorian Government have funded $33 million for Stage
One and have committed a further $30 million to complete
Stage Two.

•

Funding for Stage Two will be directed toward increasing floor
area and capacity, addressing disabled access and safety
issues, installing conference and hospitality areas and
providing additional back of house facilities.

Major culture pipeline projects with committed funding over the next four years
include:
•

$55.4 million contribution to the $83 million State Library
redevelopment (including the restoration of Queens Hall, reopening
Russel street entrance and the e-Town Hall connection to connect all
regional libraries) (Growth)

•

$18 million toward the Museum Victorian exhibition renewal (Sustain)

•

$30 million toward Stage Two of the GPAC redevelopment (Growth)

•

$13.4 million toward restoring the Palais Theatre (Sustain)

•

$20 million for the continuation of Creative Victoria’s Arts and Cultural
Facilities Maintenance Fund (critical maintenance of publically owned
cultural assets) (Sustain)

•

•

$20 million** toward upgrading over 40 regional galleries and
performing arts centres through the Regional Jobs and Infrastructure
Fund – this includes the $5.29 million Ararat Arts Precinct revitalisation
project (Growth)

Objectives
•

The intent of the four stage redevelopment is to position
GPAC as leading regional performing arts centre within
Victoria.

•

The redeveloped GPAC will deliver over 1,300 jobs to the
local economy, expanded appreciation of local art and
culture, and the establishment of a landmark regional priority
project (GPAC website, 2015).

Part of the $50 million Interface Infrastructure Fund directed toward
new and enhancing Council Arts and Cultural hubs (DELWP, 2015)
(Growth).

*Projects that have been committed by the Victorian Government in 2015-16 as references in the Victorian Budget 2015-16.
**Projects outlined in Victoria’s Regional Statement 2015.
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3. Future major infrastructure projects
Civic
Funding provided by the Victorian Government to the civic sector over the last
decade has mainly been directed toward growing major civic assets. Some
funding has been directed toward critical asset sustainability issues.
There were no specific funding commitments toward individual major civic
assets in the 2015/16 budget*. The Government committed to a $50 million
Interface Council Infrastructure Fund (DELWP, 2015) delivered in 2015-16.
The Fund targets implementation-ready infrastructure located with the ten
interface councils located in Greater Melbourne. Investment is directed toward
new, enhanced or refurbished infrastructure including civic infrastructure such
as family and community centres, public squares, town centres, integrated
community centres and open spaces.
Without committed investment (by the public or private sector) the
development of Federation Square East site into a mixed use development
has been investigated. An expression of interest process was undertaken to
determine developer interest from the private sector in September 2014 (Major
Projects Victoria, 2015).

Bunjil Place

The City of Casey are funding the development of a $125m Civic and Cultural Precinct
- Bunjil Place.
Overview
•

The City of Casey has completed the planning for the development
of a $125 million multi-purpose Civic and Cultural Precinct. This
Precinct will include a variety of civic, community and cultural
sectors.

•

Civic infrastructure will include a multi-purpose function space,
meeting rooms, council chambers (for community hire) and large
community plaza.

•

The size and scale of the Precinct will position it as a regional
venue that has the capacity to service a population catchment of
more than one million people.

Other major civic projects in the pipeline include:
•

$580 million invested in the Chadstone Shopping Centre mixed-use
redevelopment by current owners Vicinity Centres (Vicinity, 2015) to
be opened in mid 2017 (Growth)

•

The upgrade and revitalisation of Queen Victoria Markets with a
completed Master Plan and an implementation plan to be developed
(City of Melbourne, 2015) (Growth)

•

$125 million construction of a Civic and Cultural Precinct (Bunjil
Place) in Narre Warren funded by City of Casey (City of Casey,
2015), to be opened in 2017 (Growth).

Objectives
•

The establishment of a multi-purpose Precinct will provide local
residents and visitors with a mix of art, leisure, entertainment and
civic facilities in one location. This will support the needs of a
growing and diverse population in the outer urban areas of
Melbourne.

*Projects that have been committed by the Victorian Government in 2015-16, identified in the Victorian Budget 2015-16
**Projects outlined in Victoria’s Regional Statement 2015.
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3. Future major infrastructure projects
Sport and recreation
Funding provided by the Victorian Government to the sport and recreation
sector over the last decade has been targeted toward increasing the capacity
and versatility of existing assets as well as developing new sporting venues
such as AAMI Park.
The commitments made by the Victorian Government in the 2015/16 budget*
(Victorian State Government, 2015) broadly represent a continuation of this
funding trend in both Melbourne and regional Victoria.
Major sport and recreation pipeline projects with committed funding over the
next four years include:
•

$25 million committed to the redevelopment of Junction Oval
(Growth)

•

$70m toward increasing the capacity of Simonds Stadium (Growth)

•

$31.5 million toward the Eureka Precinct in Ballarat, including $15
million towards Eureka Stadium (Growth)

•

$15 million toward redeveloping the Shepparton Sport Precinct
(Growth)

•

$5 million toward extending Bendigo Stadium (Growth)

•

$86** million toward upgrading racing infrastructure and facilities,
particularly in regional areas, including $3.4 million for the
reconstruction of Seymour Race Course (Growth)

•

•

investment in multi-purpose, accessible regional community
sporting facilities, including $10 million** for women’s change rooms
and facilities and $10 million** to upgrade local cricket clubs
(Growth)
funding of community sport and recreation facilities through the
Community Facility and Funding Program and the Country Football
and Netball Program.

Simonds Stadium

The Victorian Government has committed $75 million to Stage Four of the Geelong
Simonds Stadium redevelopment.
Overview
•

Geelong Simonds Stadium has been going through a redevelopment
to transform the venue into Victoria’s third national multi-purpose
stadium.

•

The stadium is currently used predominantly for AFL football games,
however the redevelopment will enable other sporting events such as
cricket, A-league soccer, rugby and motorcycle races to be hosted at
the facility.

•

Stages One to Three are complete and Stage Four is under
construction. Stage Four will strengthen the region as a sports hub
and provide key infrastructure required to attract a range of nationally
significant events.

•

Stage Five, though part of the Master Plan developed by Geelong Football Club, has not yet been
considered by Government and funds have not yet been committed. It is anticipated that Stage 5 will
cost approximately $75 million in total.

•

The total cost of completing Stage Four will be $89 million which includes commitments of:

•

•

$75 million from the Victorian Government

•

$6 million from the City of Geelong

•

$4 million from the Geelong Football Club

•

$4 million from the AFL.

Once completed, this redevelopment will increase the stadium’s seating capacity to 36,000.

Objectives
•

Stage four of the redevelopment will focus on replacing the Brownlow and Jennings stand replacement.

•

Stage Five will focus on replacing the Ford Stand, Ablett Terrace and Southern Terrace as well as
refurbishing the Hickey Stand.

*Projects that have been committed by the Victorian Government in 2015-16, identified in the Victorian Budget 2015-16.
**Projects outlined in Victoria’s Regional Statement 2015.
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3. Future major infrastructure projects
Tourism
Funding provided by the Victorian Government to the tourism sector over the
last decade has been directed toward upgrading the venue capacity and
MCEC.
The commitments made by the Victorian Government in the 2015/16 budget*
(Victorian State Government, 2015) will continue – however with a significant
focus on improving the tourism product in Victoria’s regions.

Melbourne Exhibition and Convention Centre
The Victorian Government has committed $190-210 million toward the Stage Two
expansion of the MCEC.
Overview
•

In 2009, the $1.4 billion MCEC Project was completed. This included
$370 million from the Victorian Government. “Stage One” involved the
construction of a world-class convention centre adjacent to the
previous Melbourne Exhibition Centre.

•

The Victorian Government have committed a further $190-210 million
to the Stage Two redevelopment of the MCEC. This redevelopment
will add a new exhibition and multi-purpose space and linkages
between the existing Melbourne Exhibition Centre and Melbourne
Convention Centre.

Major tourism pipeline projects with committed funding over the next four
years include:
•

$190-$210 million toward the Stage 2 expansion of the MCEC
(Growth)

•

$9 million toward redeveloping the Big Cat Row enclosures at
Melbourne Zoo (Sustain)

•

$2.25 million toward expanding the penguin viewing platform at
Phillip Island (Growth).

•

$19 million** to complete stages two and three of the 145 kilometre
Grampians Peaks Trail (Growth)

•

$25 million** toward reviving the Ballarat Station precinct into a
commercial and cultural hub. The redevelopment includes a
proposed hotel and convention centre (Growth)

•

$8 million** toward upgrading Sovereign Hill to create a new sound
and light show night experience, enhanced play space and
indigenous areas, a new costume school and a 32-bed
accommodation facility (Growth)

•

The development of a contestable pipeline** of the ten most
significant regional tourism projects to fully realise the economic
potential of iconic assets (Growth).

Objectives
•

The projected expansion of the MCEC is expected to reinforce it’s
reputation as Australia’s premier convention and exhibition venue, and
consolidate Victoria’s position as a destination of choice for major
entertainment and business events.

*Projects that have been committed by the Victorian Government in 2015-16 as references in the Victorian Budget 2015-16.
**Projects outlined in Victoria’s Regional Statement 2015.
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4. Infrastructure planning and maintenance
Publically owned assets
Local Government owned assets
The majority of publically owned community cultural, civic as well as sport and recreational assets are owned by local
councils.
The operation of these venues is commonly delegated to the respective council organisation, statutory body corporate or
special committee of management (under Section 86 of the Victorian Local Government Act 1989) or less commonly
outsourced to a private third party operator. Under these arrangements, Council delegates operational planning whilst
over-arching governance and oversight remains with Council.
Example: Bendigo Art Gallery is owned by City of Greater Bendigo with management and planning delegated to the
Bendigo Gallery Board of Management.

Creative Victoria
Creative Victoria (formerly Arts Victoria) is a Victorian
Government body established in 2015. It operates under the
Victorian Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources (DEDJTR).
It oversees nine of Victoria’s creative organisations (statutory
bodies) whose operating authority is delegated by their own
Act of Parliament.
These organisations include:

State Government owned assets
The major publically owned and metropolitan based cultural, civic and sport and recreational assets are owned by the
Victorian State Government.
The operation of these venues is commonly delegated to the specific statutory body, whose powers are enacted under a
specific parliamentary Act. Under these arrangements, individual asset operational planning resides with the respective
public entity or agency (statutory authority, state-owned corporation, board and advisory committee) whilst responsibility for
over-arching policy and funding co-ordination is commonly delegated by the Government to a designated Government
department and/or agency.
Example: NGV is owned by the Victorian State Government, operated by the Victorian Arts Centre Trust (under the
Victorian Arts Centre Act 1979) whilst Creative Victoria has the responsibility of overseeing the state’s major creative and
cultural organisations.

Crown land
Some of Victoria’s major cultural, sport and recreation and tourism assets are located on Crown land.
In these instances, governance is delegated to a Committee of Management (commonly Parks Victoria in the case of park
land) under the Crown Land Reserves Act 1978, National Parks Act 1975 or the Land Act 1958). The Committee of
Management will either operate and maintain the land or grant a lease to either or a third party private operator.
Example: Victoria’s Alpine resorts are located on Crown land however their operational and planning responsibility is
delegated to a respective (for each resort) Resort Management Board (under the Alpine Resorts Management Act 1997).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arts Centre Melbourne
ACMI
GPAC
Museum Victoria
NGV
Melbourne Recital Centre
Film Victoria
Docklands Studios
State Library of Victoria.

Creative Victoria has the responsibility of facilitating
cooperation between each of these bodies, supporting their
leadership functions, establishing governance standards and
ensuring that their strategic direction is in line with relevant
Government policy.
This coordinating role is required to foster the ongoing
development of Victoria’s creative industries through
appropriate event and exhibition programming, supporting and
attracting talent and continuing to undertake research and
development to support the growth of the creative industries
Victorian community more broadly.
Source: Creative Industries website
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4. Infrastructure planning and maintenance
Privately owned assets
Privately owned and operated infrastructure in the CCSRT sectors, is
particularly evident in the cultural and tourism sectors. These assets
are mainly located in the Melbourne CBD or Greater Melbourne
region.
Assets in the cultural sector that are privately owned are largely
located in the city. These assets mainly consist of theatres, where
ownership and operation is concentrated among a few private theatre
companies such as the Marriner Group (who own the Forum, Princess
and Regent Theatres).
Privately owned major tourism infrastructure is more fragmented - with
ownership held under publically owned asset management
companies, private investment vehicles or specialised hospitality
companies. This includes the Melbourne Star Observation Wheel,
owned by Sanoyas Rides Australia Pty Ltd. This company is a local
subsidiary of the Sanoyas Holdings Corporation, a Japanese Group
that has assets in the manufacturing, services and leisure sectors
(Sanoyas Holdings Corporation, 2015).

Melbourne Sea Life Aquarium and Falls Creek
Merlin Entertainments Group (Merlin Entertainments Group, 2015) is a
British company currently owned by private equity group Hermes Equity. It
is one of the world's leading family entertainment companies which owns
and operates over 124 visitor attractions, 16 hotels and three holiday
villages in 25 countries.
The Company has over 21,000 employees, with global assets under
management including Legoland in California and the various Madame
Tussauds located in regions around the world.
The Group currently owns and operates two Victorian tourism attractions –
the Melbourne Sea Life Aquarium (after purchasing it from the Living and
Leisure Group in 2012) and the Falls Creek Ski resort. They operate a
further nine attractions and ski resorts (including Mount Hotham) in Australia
and New Zealand.

Crown Melbourne Entertainment Complex
Responsibility for major operational and strategic investment planning
of privately owned infrastructure resides with the ownership entity. It is
common for day to day maintenance and building management to be
outsourced.

Crown Resorts (Crown Resorts, 2015) is one of Australia’s largest
entertainment and hospitality groups. The Group is a publically listed company
that owns and operates a number of core businesses and investments that are
largely focussed on the integrated resorts sector.
The company was established in 2007 when Publishing and Broadcasting
Limited (PBL) divested its gaming assets to Crown Limited.
It currently wholly owns and operates two of Australia’s leading integrated
resorts, Crown Melbourne Entertainment Complex and the Crown Perth
Entertainment Complex and also owns and operates Crown Aspinall in
London. It also has a portfolio of other gaming investments that complement
its business.
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5. Regulatory pricing
Regulation
Infrastructure in the CCSRT sectors are not heavily regulated with limited regulatory pricing that
prescribes infrastructure access or service charges. Whilst there is minimal regulatory pricing, the
majority of CCSRT venues and support services must adhere to regulatory rules and standards that
govern visitor safety and security. Some selected venues (depending on their use) must observe
regulations that relate to the sale of controlled products and services such as gambling, liquor and
tobacco. Regulation includes:

Zoos and Alpine resorts are two exceptions within the CCSRT sectors where
regulations govern entry and access pricing through the Alpine Resorts
(Management) Act 1997 and the associated Alpine Resorts (Management)
Regulations 2009).

Victoria’s Alpine Resorts

•

Regulation of worker and visitor safety requirements and standards at venues and public
spaces, covered by the Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Regulations 2007 and
associated OHS Amendment Regulations 2014

•

Regulation of quality and safety of food (and labelling) sold at venues, covered by the Food Act
1984

•

Regulation of the safe and efficient staging of major sporting events, including the on selling of
tickets, covered by the Major Sporting Events Act 2009

Each of these resorts are subject to governing Alpine resort management
legislation and regulations. This regulatory framework is in place to protect,
manage and control Alpine resorts. It delegates management authority and
governance to respective Resort Management Boards.

•

Regulation of the supply and access to liquor at venues, covered by the Liquor Reform Control
Act 1998 and associated Liquor Control Reform Regulations 2003 and 2009, regulating the
supply of liquor through a license

A key governance responsibility includes the setting of fees (regulatory pricing)
for entry as well as access to public areas within an Alpine resort.

•

Regulation of the marketing and sale of cigarettes as well as banning of smoking in public
venues (and now open spaces), covered through the Tobacco Act 1987 and associated
Tobacco Regulations 2007 (Vic)

•

Regulated by Alpine Resorts (Management) Act 1997 and
associated Alpine Resorts (Management) Regulations 2009
Victoria’s Alpine Resorts are located on Crown land reserves. Examples
include those at Mount Buller and at Falls Creek.

Other responsibilities extend to:

Regulation of the supply and access to gambling at venues (largely tourism and civic) venues,
covered by the Gambling Regulation Act 2003, the Gambling and Racing Legislation
Amendment (Sports Betting) Act 2007.

•
•

•
•

Prohibiting access to certain areas (people and vehicles)
Setting aside areas for public access, including skiing, camping and horse
riding
Regulating the use, driving and parking of vehicles
Prescribing offences relating to the protection of flora, fauna and water
supply as behaviours of persons.

Pricing and demand sensitivity
Operators of infrastructure within and across the CCSRT sectors are required to place a high priority
on public access and community use. This is because these assets are recognised as playing a
considerable role in strengthening social cohesion and interaction. Consequently, community
demand and use of CCSRT infrastructure is sensitive to pricing. Although service charges such as
booking fees and ticketing are used to recover costs, particularly for major assets, commercial
revenue generating activity has to be carefully balanced with broad community accessibility.
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6. Annual operating and maintenance expenditure
Culture
Victoria’s major publically owned cultural infrastructure – such as the NGV, the Melbourne
Recital Centre and Melbourne Museum – require ongoing maintenance to ensure
buildings are safe and fit-for-purpose.

Whilst the CFM is only for major public assets, Victoria’s Heritage Restoration Fund
(VHRF), launched in late 2013 provides funding to maintain heritage assets with a
significant public face (VHRF, 2015).

This sector has historically relied heavily on Government and philanthropic funding to
subsidise both capital and operating expenditure. Continued subsidisation is required to
ensure venues and their cultural collections remain accessible and utilised by the
community. This mandate influences the extent, scale and possibility of commercial
revenue generating activity, impacting ongoing financial sustainability.

The VHRF is funded by a partnership between the City of Melbourne, DEDJTR and the
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). The VHRF offers grants to restore eligible heritage
places and objects. The grants are disbursed from a series of funds: Melbourne Heritage
Restoration Fund, Yarra Heritage Restoration Fund, Ballarat Heritage Restoration Fund
and the Victorian Heritage Register Places and Objects Fund.

Operating costs are commonly split between facilities and site management (including
cleaning, utilities, maintenance and security), staff, general administration/overheads and
core arts/cultural service delivery. Service delivery costs may include event and exhibition
programming (venue hire as well as original content), catering, marketing and the
preservation and storage of cultural collections.
Figure 12 shows that the Victorian Government consistently provided between $20-30
million per annum between 2007-2012 to fund the operation and maintenance of venues
engaged in the presentation and rehearsal of performing arts (ABS, 2013).
Figure 12: Total Victorian Government Funding to Performing Arts Venues 2007 - 2012

Arts Collection Storage costs
Six public cultural agencies are collectively charged with the responsibility of managing
the State Collection: The NGV, Museum Victoria, ACMI, Arts Centre Melbourne, Public
Records of Victoria and the State Library of Victoria.

The State Collection includes ~$5 billion (Arts Victoria, 2014) of paintings, sculptures,
items from natural science and human history, books, public records, performing arts
material, photographs and moving images. The Collection is stored in a number of
locations in and around Melbourne as well as at the regional site in Ballarat. These
cultural artefacts provide a significant contribution to the visitor and community
experience of Melbourne’s major cultural infrastructure as the State Collection is made
available to the public through programming and public access at the museums, galleries,
public spaces and the library.
Storage costs are included as a key ongoing operating cost of the six agencies. Over the
last few years, they have cited increasing storage costs resulting from limited storage
capacity in venues (due to increasing visitation) as well as the inability to appropriately
preserve parts of the Collection due to substandard and unsafe conditions (Creative
Victoria, 2015). These issues were reinforced by the Victorian Auditor General’s
Collection Management in Cultural Agencies report (VAGO, 2012) in 2012. The report
cited that occupancy of storage across the six agencies ranged between 84-100 per cent.

Source: ABS 4183.0 2013

Part of this recurrent funding has comprised the contestable Cultural Facilities
Maintenance Fund (CFM), a $5 million p.a. asset critical maintenance fund used to
address high-risk maintenance issues across state-owned Arts agencies and tenanted
facilities. This is currently over-capacity and any additional funding would be dedicated to
resolving this capacity issue (Arts Victoria, DPC, 2013).
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Given this current outlook, the cultural agencies submitted a business case to the
Victorian Government in 2014 (Arts Victoria, 2014) outlining the need for significant
investment in storage facilities to address escalating operating cost and ensure the
preservation of the State Collection. The recommendations in this business case have
been addressed without investment however it is considered that Victoria still needs
investment in long-term infrastructure creation.
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6. Annual operating and maintenance expenditure
Civic, sport and recreation and tourism
The major city infrastructure that supports the civic, sport and recreation and tourism
sectors includes a bespoke set of assets. These assets range from specific tourism
attractions such as the Melbourne Star Observation Wheel, through to marketplaces such
as the Queen Victoria Markets. Notwithstanding this diversity, the use of large-scale,
multi-function infrastructure is common within and across these sectors.
Assets in this category include MCEC, Rod Laver Arena, Federation Square and the
Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG). These assets all differ in size and configuration they
share an intent to be used as versatile venues that are able to host events that will draw
both visitors and members of the local community. Events include sporting matches and
music performances as well as business conferences and meetings.

Although an aggregate sector view of operating and maintenance costs cannot be determined,
Figure 14 demonstrates these costs for MOP. Over the three year period 2012-14, site management
(including maintenance, security, utilities etc.) remained less than 10 per cent at around $4-5 million
out of total operating costs of $60-70 million.
Figure 14: Total operating expenditure compared to site management costs for MOP

Consequently, operating costs are commonly split between facilities and site
management (including cleaning, utilities, maintenance and security), general
administration/overhead and service delivery (generally consisting of event programming,
catering and marketing).
Figure 13: Operating expenditure for MOP, MCEC, MCG and Federation Square
Source: Annual reports 2012 - 2014

Melbourne Cricket Ground – Energy Efficiency
The MCG hosts a range of elite and community based events, such as AFL football,
international cricket tournaments, marathon/ half marathon events, soccer matches and other
entertainment performances. Costs of utilities can present a considerable operational
expense, particularly power used to light and heat major venues like the MCG (MCG, 2015).

Source: Annual reports 2012 - 2014

As a reference point, Figure 13 demonstrates the operating costs for some of
Melbourne’s major multi-function venues from 2012-2014. These costs exclude
depreciation and interest costs, ranging from $20 million for Federation Square through to
around $80 million for MOP.
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In 2014, the Melbourne Cricket Club (MCC) commenced a program of works to reduce its
energy consumption for a dual benefit: saving on costs and reducing the venue’s
environmental footprint. The MCC have invested more than $8 million on projects including:
• replacing the existing lighting systems with low-energy lighting technologies
• installing a new building management system
• implementing changes to heating and ventilation systems
• installing new chilled water systems and modernised room control systems.
Once completed, the expected cost savings from this investment (the cumulative reduction in
reduced energy consumption over the next 5-10 years) is expected to offset the capital cost.
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6. Annual operating and maintenance expenditure
Local community infrastructure
Local councils are responsible for funding the operation of the community infrastructure which
they own and operate. This includes infrastructure related to culture (galleries and performance
theatres), civic (town halls and community centres) and sport and recreation (swimming pools,
tennis courts and gymnasiums).
Although Local Governments play a significant role in funding the ongoing operation of local
community infrastructure, the community importantly contributes through the membership and
fundraising efforts of sport and recreation clubs and associations.

Cultural and civic infrastructure
The operation of cultural and civic infrastructure (often used as performance and exhibition
venues) requires funds to be directed toward maintaining the condition of underlying assets,
general administration and service delivery. Service delivery costs may include event and
exhibition programming (including venue hire as well as original content), catering, marketing
and where applicable (for major regional centres) the preservation and storage of cultural
collections.

Sport and recreation infrastructure
The operation of sport and recreational infrastructure, often a large proportion of a council’s
asset base, requires funds to be directed towards ensuring the asset is fit for purpose
(maintenance) as well as the administrative costs of ensuring the venues and facilities are
accessible to the community.
Figure 16 demonstrates the City of Yarra annual budgeted operating expenditure for sport
and leisure, arts and cultural venues and general facility management. For the last three
years the City of Yarra has budgeted $8-9 million toward sport and recreation and $4.5-6
million for arts and cultural venues.
Figure 16: Sport and Recreation, Art & Cultural & Building Management Budgeted
Expenditure 2013-2016

The subsidisation of artistic activities (venue hire, ticketing etc.) that enable performances and
exhibitions to be presented ensures that the needs of the local artistic community are
supported, whilst community participation and access to the arts is optimised.
Figure 15: Total Local Government Expenditure on Cultural Sector 2007 - 2013

Source: Yarra City Council 2013, 2014, 2015

Source: ABS 4183.0

Figure 15 demonstrates the total amount (both capital and operating) expenditure funded by the
79 Victorian local councils from 2007-2013. This shows a considerably larger amount of Council
funding was directed toward operating/recurrent (~$220 million), compared to $25-55 million on
capital upgrades and expansion.
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Whilst council’s have a core responsibility to maintain fit for purpose and accessible sport
and recreational infrastructure, all levels of government provide funding (to varying degrees)
for support services, programs and events that drive community participation.
This includes the Victorian Government’s Regional Sport and Recreation Program which
directs funding to increasing the capacity of rural and regional communities to respond to
grass-roots participation rates and funding for major sporting events provided by the
Significant Sporting Events Program (SRV, 2015).
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7. Infrastructure condition
At a high level, culture, civic, sports and recreation infrastructure in Victoria is considered to be in reasonable condition, driven by strong ratings
for Sport & Recreation. Cultural assets score below average due to known constraints relating to ongoing maintenance.
Condition assessment ratings have been determined through assessing the following
criteria:
•

Physical Condition – considers the general condition of assets in the network, likely life
remaining in the assets and required investment to maintain full functionality. This was
given a weighting of 15% towards the ratings, because there was limited information
available, and assessments were generally made based on age of building.

•

Fit for purpose – considers whether the infrastructure meets the required service needs
of the network, measuring against industry best practices. This was given an 85%
weighting towards the rating.

Figure 17: Condition of cultural, civic, sport and recreation and tourism
infrastructure
Civic

Sector
score

The assessment includes consideration of network improvements currently being planned
and implemented.
Ratings were assigned to sub-sectors from 1 to 5 where:
-

1 is poor condition insufficient to meet current demands and use requirements

-

5 is superior condition sufficient to be suitable for future demands and use requirements
for the following 30 years.

1

1.5

The assessment of the condition of the assets within the CCSRT sector has been limited by
the information we have received from the relevant agencies and departments in
conjunction with any publicly available resources and should be read within this context.

2

2.5

Cultural

3

Tourism

3.5

4

4.5

5

Sport and
Recreation

The sector score is the average of all sub-sectors.

Tourism

Sports and recreation
•

Victoria is home to several international sporting venues that are of a world class
standard. A survey of State Sports Associations (SSAs) highlighted that 50 per cent
believe that a change in the functionality provided at local sports and recreational
facilities is required to boost participation. This is an indication that there is an issue
with fitness for purpose.

•

Civic

Cultural
•

Many of the states major assets are aging and/or have functional issues that are
limiting the program of events that are able to be accommodated.
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There is a wide variety of assets within the tourism sector. Some are privately
operated and maintained to a world class standard (such as Chadstone Shopping
Centre and Crown Entertainment Complex). Others are small and aging with limited
resources (the Puffing Billy Railway for example). This means that the summary
rating of the sector does not reflect the range of condition of these assets.

•

Victoria has a number of civic buildings with heritage characteristics which require
additional investment and effort to maintain them at a level which is fit for purpose.
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7. Infrastructure assessment – Major cultural assets
Culture
The Culture sub sector is rated a score of 2.64 for its infrastructure condition.
In assessing the condition of the assets, stakeholders were unable to
provide detailed information and the assessment is based on the building
age, date of last major upgrade and known issues affecting service delivery
(identified via stakeholders and publicly available information).

Table 14: Cultural infrastructure condition summary

Asset

Date of build or last known major upgrade

Docklands Studios

•
•
•

Built 2004 (formally Melbourne central city studios).
Last major upgrade unknown though likely has not happened.
Speculated investment with each change in Government.

Festival Hall

•

Built in 1956. Part of its charm is its 'shabbiness'.

Forum Theatre

•
•

Requires significant restorative investment.
Built in 1929 with last major upgrade in 1996.

Frankston Arts Centre

•

Built in 1995 and has had alterations & additions.

Geelong Performing Arts
Centre

•

Built 1981.

Service offering is currently limited due to ‘built-in’ constraints. For example,
the stage lift has no redundancy which makes it unsuitable for hosting some
international events.

Her Majesty's Theatre

•
•

Built in 1886 on the VHR and upgraded in 1934 and 1996.
Finishes and services refresh expected in 2036 to maintain function/asset value.

The first stage of the Hamer Hall redevelopment was recently completed as
part of a much larger required project to lift existing infrastructure and
overcome original operational limitations which are constraining the fitness
for purpose and capacity of the venue. This upgrade is overdue and a
“blueprint” has been produced which highlights the precinct’s opportunities.

Ian Potter Centre (NGV
Australia)

•
•
•
•

Built 2003.
NGV looking for contemporary art venue to be built to attract new
exhibitions/tourism.
Another 15-20 years until mid-life upgrade of current facilities.
Interim capital upgrades to maintain operations and retain asset value.

Melbourne Recital Centre

•

Recently built and fit for purpose.

Princess Theatre

•
•
•
•

Dates back to 1854 with renovations 1987-1989.
Finishes and services upgrades required in next 5-10 years due to building age.
Contingent liabilities due to heritage nature of building.
Façade in need of restoration.

Public Record Office
Victoria

•
•

Bespoke building built 15 years ago.
Another 15 years of useful life before mid-life plant investment is required.

Details of age for the major assets are captured in Table 14 where available.
Asset renewal can be difficult and costly within this sub-sector due to the
specialised nature of the services required and interruption to scheduled
events.

Arts Centre Precinct – case study

Museums – case study
The major museums portfolio has a capital investment liability. The buildings
are due for midlife upgrades, particularly the building services. Due to the
hours of operation the plant often does not reach its full life expectancy.
Whilst the infrastructure undergoes routine maintenance, shortfalls within the
resources of the 2013-14 ACFM budget include: Asbestos abatement and
removal, repairs to façade works, termite remediation dust cleaning and safe
access systems for regular maintenance of underground pumps, sumps and
wells at Museum Victoria’s Scienceworks, Royal Exhibition Building and the
Immigration Museum.

Comparison to other jurisdictions
Creative Victoria’s website declares that “it’s no secret that Victoria is the
cultural capital of Australia”. Victoria includes Australia’s most visited art
gallery, museum and library and busiest performing arts centre complex.
This large demand also puts maintenance pressure on the infrastructure.
Given a rich history encompassing 150 year old institutions, Victoria’s
infrastructure is typically older than in other states.
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7. Infrastructure assessment – Major cultural assets
Culture - continued
Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI)
The ACMI was originally known as the State Film Centre of Victoria in 1946.
On January 1 2002, the ACMI was officially established by the Film Act
2001 (Victoria). On November 17 2002, ACMI Cinemas officially opened
and two years later an interactive exhibition space called the Memory Grid
was opened. With the support of the Victorian Government, a suite of new
production and exhibition spaces, and refreshed public offerings were
introduced in 2009, providing diverse, stimulating and creative opportunities
for visitors to actively engage with screen culture.
The facility is world class, attracting international exhibitions. Due to its age,
it will be due for a mid-life upgrade in five to ten years.

Table 15: Cultural infrastructure condition summary (continued)

Asset

Date of build or last known major upgrade
•
•

Built 1929 with last major upgrade in 1996.
Heritage Overlay HO589 was introduced in 1999.

•
•
•
•

Built 1880, upgraded in the late 1990s.
Well maintained.
World Heritage listed.
During the late 1990s, annexes demolished and external north façade
reconstructed as part of the development of the adjacent Melbourne Museum.

•
•

Built 1992.
No major upgrade information publically available.

Shrine of
Remembrance

•

Recently upgraded including expanded facilities (galleries of remembrance) and
new state of the art exhibits, including audio visual displays.

State Library of
Victoria

•

Tendered recently for an upgrade, subject to current market response.

•

Built 1887-90 with last major upgrade 1962 which was the ‘encapsulation’ of the
original 1867 building.
Original polychrome red and white Victorian brick facade on View Street and
Victorian and Edwardian galleries remained largely intact until 1962 when a
modern cream-brick entrance to View Street was added. This included new
offices and three new galleries: the Scott and Sonnenberg Courts and the BS
Andrew Gallery.

Regent Theatre

Royal Exhibition
Building

Scienceworks

•
Bendigo Art Gallery

Screen worlds’ exhibition - image from acmi.net.au
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7. Infrastructure condition and maintenance
Civic
The condition of major civic venues in Victoria varies, and has been rated as a 2.52 overall. The score is mostly reflective of fitness for purpose issues related to the age of the infrastructure,
and the need for redevelopment. Where asset renewal is identified, this can be difficult and expensive in those sites with historical overlays or third party operators (such as the QV market site).
Privately owned and operated assets have commercial site-by-site maintenance contracts in place; these tend to be maintained in much better condition and are constantly renewed to ensure
fitness for purpose (e.g. Chadstone Shopping Centre). Major public assets are maintained by State or Local Government, typically in line with minimum requirements and in a reactive manner.

Chadstone Shopping Centre

Table 16: Civic infrastructure condition summary

The centre originally opened in 1960. It is subject to constant renewal,
expansion and upgrades to attract the best tenants and to continue to
generate large volumes of foot traffic.

Federation Square

•

Another 15 years before major upgrade due.

It has been announced that a ‘Legoland Discovery Centre’ will open at
Chadstone Shopping Centre in 2017.

Government House,
Melbourne

•
•

Built 1876.
Rolling repairs and maintenance, refurbishment.

Melbourne Markets

•

Moved to Epping with brand new design to be fit for purpose.

Melbourne Town Hall

•
•

Officially opened on 9 August 1870 with last upgrade works in 2012.
Historical significance.

•
•

Built 1860s.
Not very fit for purpose due to office working which is better suited to large
open plan floor plates with good technology infrastructure.
Physical constraints mean that the investment required to make it fit for
purpose is higher than rent in new building.

As the shopping centre has expanded, so have car parking facilities to cater
for demand. The centre also provides a free shuttle service from the CBD
(catering for tourists) and has access by public transport.

Asset

Date of build or last known major upgrade

Old Treasury Building

•
•
•

Parliament House

•
Queen Victoria Market

•
•

Built 1885 with rolling upgrades and refurbishments.
Constrained by historical context but continued use proposed commensurate
investment required.
Victorian heritage database listed.
Built 1878.
Currently $80.64m upgrade budget allocated, captured in the ‘Queen Victoria
Market precinct renewal Masterplan’.

Physical

Fit for

condition

purpose

Major

2.5

2

Other

3

3

Type

Infrastructure condition Rating
Chadstone Shopping Centre- image from chadstone.com.au

1
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7. Infrastructure condition
Sport and recreation
The condition of major sporting venues that cater for international & televised events is world class; they undergo constant renewal and are fit for purpose (being bespoke). The condition
ratings for these venues is 5, however the overall score for Sport and Recreation is only 3 as it is affected by the poorer condition of regional and non major facilities (refer page 35). Where
asset renewal is identified, this is typically scheduled for off peak times of the year, however the program for such upgrades can be extended if they have to work around scheduled events.
Commercial maintenance agreements are typically in place for these venues on a site by site basis.
Physical
Fit for
Type
condition
purpose

Table 17: Civic infrastructure condition summary

1

1.5

2

2.5

Major

5

4.5

Other

3

3

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Asset

Comments on physical condition and policies/additional information

Melbourne and Olympic Park

•
•

Venue history dates from 1909, transformed for the 1956 Melbourne Olympics and currently undergoing renewal.
Continued to expand and host international and televised events including the Australian Open tennis championship with Hisense Arena built in
2000, Rectangular Stadium in 2010 and Margaret Court Arena in 2015.

AAMI Park

•
•

Also known as the Rectangular Stadium as part of the Melbourne and Olympic Park precinct where it caters for international & televised events.
Well maintained by trust.

Lakeside Stadium

•

The current venue is only 3 years old with bid out to market to complete a master plan for the venue.

•
•

Originally built in 1853 with Northern stand renewed 10-15 years ago in preparation for the Commonwealth Games and great southern stand
refurbished 2011-13 after being built in 1992.
Ongoing maintenance inspections and caters for international & televised events.

Bendigo Stadium

•

Hosted matches during the 2006 Commonwealth Games and is currently undergoing an upgrade.

Simonds Stadium

•

Majority is less than 10 years old, currently undergoing redevelopment.

•
•

Maintained in line with contractual arrangements to host international & televised events including Grand Prix since 1996, part of Albert Park
Master Plan
Temporary stands and other event facilities used in conjunction with some permanent site infrastructure.

Docklands Stadium (Etihad)

•

Completed in 2000 and undergoes ongoing works to maintain reasonable condition for international and televised events.

Flemington Racecourse

•

New grandstand approximately 15 years ago and new redevelopment.

Junction Oval (St Kilda Cricket Ground)

•

$25-40m redevelopment in July 2015 to make it the administrative head quarters of Cricket Victoria.

Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre

•

Upgraded for the Commonwealth games in 2006 and is part of Lakeside Trust Masterplan.

Eureka Stadium in Ballarat

•

Built in 1990 with upgrade scheduled in three stages from 2016 to 2025.

Caulfield Racecourse

•
•

Originally built 1859 with last upgrade in 1996 and track re-laid in 2005.
Recently commenced master plan process for the Caulfield Racecourse precinct to guide the future activities over the next 15-20 years.

Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG)

Albert Park - Grand Prix track
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7. Infrastructure condition
Sport and recreation – competing for capacity

Sport and recreation – community participation

Capacity is becoming an issue with various football codes often scheduling events at
similar times of the year. There were concerns that in the A-League grand final
blockbuster in 2015 might have had to be played interstate as the AFL had scheduled a
home-and-away game at Etihad Stadium on the same date.

Sport and Recreation Victoria (SRV) commissioned a Community Sport and Recreation
Infrastructure 2014-2024 Futures Paper (SGS Economics & Planning, 2014) which highlighted
that one of the drivers of participation in community sports and recreation is ‘the physical
environment in which sport and recreation facilities operate’ including the nature, capacity and
distribution of existing facilities and the attractiveness of the facilities. This highlights the need
to maintain good quality facilities that are fit for purpose. For this sub-sector information was
available at an aggregate level only, rather than for individual assets.
Table 18: Community sport and recreation – inadequacy of existing facilities in meeting
demand

Table 18 above is an extract from the SGS paper, highlighting the significant number of
facilities that have been identified as inadequate in meeting existing demand.

Headline and images from The Sydney Morning Herald

The Minister for Sport John Eren stated with the 2015 budget media release: “Victoria is
the sporting capital of the world, and with a new life for Simonds Stadium and a new home
for Victorian cricket at Junction Oval, more venues will join the ‘G’ in the league of great
Australian sporting arenas.”
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7. Infrastructure condition and maintenance
Information was not available on the individual condition of the sports and recreation
centres in the state, however summary information was available based on 2014.
Sport and Recreation Victoria undertook a survey of State Sporting Associations
(SSA), which highlighted aging infrastructure with poor condition in many cases.

Figure 18: Proportion of sport and recreation infrastructure older
than 25 years

Figures 18 and 19 show that facilities outside Melbourne’s growth areas are older and generally in
worse condition.
When assessing investment intentions 50 per cent of SSA respondents across all regions
expressed that sport and recreation facilities with different functionality to what is presently
provided would help boost participation outcomes. This indicates that there is an issue with the
fitness for purpose of existing infrastructure in this sub-sector.

Most respondents suggested that changes could take the form of upgraded pavilions (AFL,
Tennis), lighting upgrades (AFL, netball, soccer), resurfacing/synthetic surfaces (AFL, cricket,
tennis), appropriate change rooms/community areas (netball, cricket, basketball), and improved
storage facilities (outdoor water sports).
In only five cases have council respondents suggested that the existing stock of facilities
adequately meets present demand levels. Half the SSA respondents from Melbourne’s growth
area councils claimed that existing aquatic facilities/leisure centres and sport arenas/courses were
not adequately equipped to meet current demand. A high proportion of SSAs also claimed the
inadequacy of these facilities in the growth areas.
Equipping facilities with lighting means they can be used at night as well as during the day. Figure
20 below shows that the majority of facilities in inner and suburban Melbourne are equipped with
lighting, but less than half in Melbourne’s growth areas are of the same standard.

Figure 19: Proportion of all facilities rated as either very poor
or poor or average
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Figure 20: Proportion of all facilities equipped with lighting
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8. Infrastructure maintenance standards
Aging Assets

Melbourne Cricket Ground

Although the age of a facility can not be used as an absolute measure of infrastructure condition, it does highlight a
need to adopt an asset life-cycle approach to maintenance rather than a prescriptive “legislative type” approach
which is currently the norm within many of the arts and civic buildings, and regional sports and recreation centres.
Inspections are typically scheduled and entail a review of OHS, building code and life safety requirements, rather
than best practice and re-tuning of building services.

Maintenance Backlogs
Many local councils report backlogs of maintenance for civic assets in their annual reporting. Similarly a review of
arts infrastructure maintenance highlighted a gap in terms of needs and available budget for maintenance.

New & Redeveloped world class sports venues
Victoria hosts many world class sporting, recreational and cultural events every year which are televised to millions
of people world wide. This supported by world class infrastructure such as:
• Albert Park
• Flemington Racecourse
•

Melbourne & Olympic Parks

•

Melbourne Cricket Ground.

Given the growth in the sector, there has been significant investment occurring in the development of new facilities
across many of Victoria’s major sporting venues. In these cases, revenue is generated through avenues such as
television broadcasting rights.

The Melbourne Cricket Club manages the Melbourne Cricket Ground,
one of Australia’s greatest assets. The MCG is host to more than 60
major sports events annually, attracting at least three million patrons
and visitors. The Facilities Department is responsible for the
management, maintenance and efficient operation of the built
environment at the MCG and other MCC-managed sites. Their duties
include turf management, repairs and maintenance, security, cleaning
and other technical services, ensuring that events, functions and daily
business run smoothly.
One of the organizations that they work closely with is the AFL. AFL
Venue Guidelines 2015 state that the operator is to manage and
control match day operation and maintenance of the network system
and the maintenance and match day monitoring of the video systems is
to be administered by the operator or AFL approved contractors. There
are strict requirements for testing of siren systems. Written confirmation
of all siren test outcomes must be submitted to the AFL Ground
Operation’s department and Umpiring Department within 14 days of
completion.
The AFL has particular requirements for curtain raiser matches and
maintenance schedules need to be provided to the AFL outlining all
scheduled activities at each venue four weeks prior to the proposed
curtain raiser.

Art Gallery climate control
Art galleries need to be designed and maintained so that climate control meets International AA Standard. If
these conditions are not achieved in operation then there is a risk that international galleries may not lend their
collections. Industry benchmarks include A practical guide for Sustainable climate control & lighting in museums
& galleries which was delivered by Museums & Galleries Queensland in partnership with Museums & Galleries
of NSW, Regional and Public Galleries Association of NSW and Regional Galleries Association of Queensland.
The activity received funding from the Australian Government as part of a program supported by the Visual Arts
and Craft Strategy, an initiative of the Australian state and territory Governments.
An international standard of care exists for international exhibits and is recognised as providing the optimum
conditions of the preservation of any artwork or artefact and consider the venue’s environmental controls,
lighting, pest management, manual handling, storage, collection management, lending and security.
Issues with the availability of storage and maintenance backlogs have been identified within the major arts and
cultural facilities in Victoria.
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Jurisdictional comparison
The NSW Government announced a plan to rebuild Allianz Stadium. It is
only 25 years old and has undergone minimal maintenance throughout this
time. The MCG in comparison undergoes continual improvement and
renewal and building design life is much greater than 25 years.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Culture
How is performance measured?

Hosting major events (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)

The cultural sector is one of Victoria’s fastest growing industries. Cultural infrastructure is
at the heart of Victoria’s liveability, global profile and economic future (Creative Industries
Taskforce, 2015).

Melbourne and Greater Melbourne continue to be a destination of choice for significant
art exhibitions and major cultural events. The strength of Victoria’s cultural sector lies in
the diversity of attractions and the depth and breadth of cultural exhibitions and major
events. The sector draws visitors to major cultural institutions, theatres, galleries and high
profile major events underpins increased tourism demand.

The service performance of infrastructure in the sector is assessed by how efficiently an
asset is used and how effectively the services provided by the asset attract visitors and
meet customer expectation. Performance measures include:
•
•

Hosting major events – the extent to which infrastructure is able to attract new
product and host major events
Community accessibility and satisfaction – the extent to which infrastructure
is accessible by the community and enables social engagement and cohesion

•

Satisfaction – the level of visitor satisfaction

•

Visitation – the annual patronage and visitors

•

Revenue – the trends in revenue of the asset.

How well are major Melbourne and Greater Melbourne based assets
performing?
Significant Victorian culture infrastructure; such as the NGV, the Royal Exhibition Building
and the Melbourne Museum are located in the Melbourne/Greater Melbourne region. The
strong performance of major culture infrastructure is demonstrated through the significant
contribution the sector makes to the Victorian economy each year.
In 2013, Victoria’s cultural sector (Creative Victoria, 2015):
•

Contributed $22.7 billion to Victoria– representing 8 per cent of the state’s
economy

•

Employed over 220,000 people in Victoria, generated $1.4 billion in exports

•

Attracted cultural tourism worth $1 billion.

Some major Melbourne and Greater Melbourne events which have attracted significant
visitation include:
•

Titanic, the Artefact Exhibition at the Melbourne Museum (concluded in
2010) with vsitation in excess of 480,879 (Museum Victoria)

•

The Melbourne Now exhibition at the NGV (concluded in 2014) with visitation
in excess of 753,000 (NGV, 2014)

•

The Andy Warhol | Ai Weiwei exhibition at the NGV (commenced December
2015) is expected to attract very strong visitation (NGV Annual Report, 2014).

Major events held in cultural infrastructure provide significant economic benefit to Victoria.
In 2010-2011 the Victorian arts and culture sector collectively added direct value to the
economy by $6.1 billion and employed the equivalent of 68,000 full time workers. (KPMG,
2014).

Upcoming major events held at Melbourne based cultural assets include:
•

White Night Festival with over 80 free events around the Melbourne CBD and
infrastructure celebrating culture, music, film and light

•

Cats Musical at the Regent Theatre

•

Georgy Girl, The Seekers Musical at Her Majesty’s Theatre.

According to Creative Victoria, the Victorian culture sector is growing at almost double
the rate of the broader state economy.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Visitation (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)

Consumer preference and satisfaction (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)

The strength of the Victorian culture sector is evident through strong visitation at key
assets within the sector, such as the NGV (2.3 million in 2014), the Melbourne Museum
(955,838 in 2014), the Scienceworks (474,823 in 2014).

Strong performance of Melbourne and Greater Melbourne based culture infrastructure
can be validated through the feedback and satisfaction of visitors.

International cultural tourism has been identified as a new growth area for Australia
(Creative Victoria, 2015). In 2013, over 1.1 million international cultural visitors came to
Victoria, representing 58 per cent of all international visitors to the State. Of these visitors:
•

67 per cent visited museums or art galleries

•

59 per cent visited historical or heritage buildings

•

23 per cent attended theatre, concerts or other performing arts activity.

Consumer feedback and satisfaction on an asset by asset basis can be used as an
indicator of service performance. Since 2009 the Immigration Museum, Scienceworks,
Melbourne Museum and IMAX have enjoyed strong levels of visitor satisfaction in excess
of 89 per cent, as illustrated in figure 21 below.

Figure 21: Visitors satisfied with overall experience 2009-2013

As well as its economic contribution through tourism, Melbourne’s cultural sector provides
significant social benefit to residents through supporting the local arts community and
providing places and spaces for the community to interact and engage with one another
(Arts Victoria, 2008).
In 2013 (Creative Victoria, 2015) over 2.8 million domestic day visitors attended cultural
venues and events in Victoria. Of these visitors:
•

46 per cent visited museums and art galleries

•

27 per cent visited historic buildings and monuments

•

25 per cent visited theatre, concerts and performing arts events

•

18 per cent visited festivals, fairs or cultural events.
Source: Museum Victoria Annual Report 2014
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
The State Library of Victoria reports on the percentage of users satisfied with their engagement
with the library. Although satisfaction levels remain above 80 per cent since 2011, visitor
satisfaction has been declining as illustrated in Figure 22. However, the $83 million State
Library redevelopment is intended has to improve capacity and user functionality including
technological connectivity.

Notwithstanding this, revenue collected from commercial activities such as ticket sales,
catering and merchandise play an important role in offsetting and reducing reliance on
third party funding. For the purposes of this analysis, the trading revenue of the NGV
from 2011 to 2015 has been presented in Figure 23 below.

Since 2011, the trading revenue of the NGV has increased by 44 per cent. The trend of
increasing revenue demonstrates strong performance of the asset, and may be
complemented by merchandise and hospitality sales within the venue.

Figure 22: Visitors satisfied with overall experience 2011-2014
Figure 23: NGV trading revenue (‘000s) 2011-2015

$m

Source: State Library of Victoria Annual Report

Source: NGV 2015 Annual Report

Revenue (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)
Trading revenue is one indicator which can be used to assess service performance of
cultural infrastructure in Victoria. Although an indicator of performance, of equal importance
is the accessibility of these venues to the community. This presents a key and ongoing
challenge for the operation of community infrastructure including cultural venues, as they
have to maintain an appropriate balance between commercial access (i.e. pay for use) and
public availability. Consequently these venues often require subsidisation from Government
and philanthropic sources to maintain infrastructure and service standards.
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Arts Victoria legislative obligation
Under the Arts Victoria Act 1972, Arts Victoria (now Creative Victoria) has a role and
responsibility to increase the availability and accessibility of the arts to the public and
to encourage and assist in the provision of facilities to enable the arts to be performed
or displayed (DPC, 2013).
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Arts Centre Melbourne
Arts Centre Melbourne was first opened in 1982 at Hamer Hall. It is located in
the Melbourne Arts Precinct in Southbank. It is managed by a Statutory
Authority of which the Trustees are appointed by the Governor in Council on
recommendation of the Minister for Creative Industries.
The venue comprises five iconic Victorian performance venues: State Theatre,
Playhouse Theatre, Fairfax Studio, Hamer Hall and Sidney Myer Music Bowl. It
seasonally hosts the famous Spiegeltent. It is also the custodian of the largest
specialist performing arts collection in Australia.

Operating*
revenue of
~$79.3 million
(2014-15)

Operating
revenue of
~$73 million
(2013-14)

Operating
revenue of
~$77.4 million
(2012-13)

Figure 24: Performance attendance over the last two years

The Centre is one of Australia’s most recognised cultural assets, contributing to
Victoria’s tourism as well as creating access to rich local and international
programming content developed by the Arts Centre and importantly locally
developed content by Victorian presenting Companies.

Overcoming operating challenges
Notwithstanding this, over the last few years, the Arts Centre has been faced
with operating challenges, including the refurbishment (and therefore
temporary closure) and reopening of Hamer Hall, within a tightening economic
environment. This environment saw a drop in the Centre’s performance both in
events and utilisation.
Consequently in 2014 the centre established a new three tier business model
to better guide capital and expenditure allocation decisions and this is at the
centre of monitoring performance. (Arts Centre Melbourne, 2014).

Figure 25: Number of annual events hosted over the last five years

The base ‘maintenance’ tier uses funding largely from the Victorian
Government ($5 million per year committed for FY15 and FY16) to address the
cost of buildings, central business services and core staffing. The middle and
top tier of the model uses surplus to invest in the arts production cost of
Resident Companies, commercial hires and sponsors as well as support the
Centre’s programming and community engagement activities.
In 2015, the Centre has seen the benefit of the investment it has made in the
new business model. Operating revenue has increased to ~$79 million (Arts
Centre, 2015), resulting from the venue’s increased opening hours, higher
audience numbers and more diverse programming.
Source: Arts Centre 2015
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
How well are major regionally based assets performing?
Regional Victoria is famous for the number and quality of its art galleries and its local
artists are recognised internationally for their work. Regional communities are actively
engaged in creative pursuits, however there are some gaps in access to both cultural
assets and cultural programming in some communities.

Figure 26: Regional Arts Victoria (RAV): Audience numbers and
regional events held from 2012-2014

Hosting major events (Regional)
The extent to which regional cultural infrastructure is able to attract and host major events
can be used to assess service performance, although there is limited information
available to assess the performance of regional cultural infrastructure and their ability to
attract and host major events.
Melbourne and Greater Melbourne attract more high profile, international major events to
key assets such as the NGV and Melbourne Museum. However, the Grace Kelly
Exhibition, which was held in 2012 at the Bendigo Art Gallery, gained international
recognition and was reported to have had final attendance figures in excess of 100,000.
Source: RAV

Visitation (Regional)
Service performance of regional cultural infrastructure can in part be assessed by
visitation and patronage numbers. Visitation, both local and interstate/ international, is
dependent on the programming of events and activities at the venue.
Figure 26 demonstrates trends in visitation and events at regional cultural assets. This
information highlights two issues, being:
•

generally fluctuating audience numbers and events hosted

•

an overall decrease in average audience numbers.

Consumer preferences and satisfaction
The regional culture sector encompasses a variety of disparate art galleries, exhibition
buildings, performance centres and theatres. At a sector level there is no aggregate
statistic for customer preference and/ or satisfaction. A limited number of assets within the
sector report on this performance metric in their annual reports.
GPAC reports on customer satisfaction in their Annual Reports. Since 2010 customer
satisfaction at GPAC has been consistently achieving 99 per cent.

Although total audience numbers increased between 2012 and 2014 – the average
attendance per event decreased. In 2012, average attendance was around 300 people, in
2014, this decreased to 280 people.
This may give rise to issues around cost efficiency per event. If the number of events
increase, relative to attendance – the cost per person to host an event is likely to
increase.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Revenue (Regional)
Trading revenue is one indicator which can be used to asses the performance of regional
cultural infrastructure in Victoria. However, the utility of this indicator is limited by the size
of the venue and the extent to which its mandate is to be a community venue. In these
instances venue accessibility in regional and remote areas of Victoria is critical in
ensuring that the social benefits of cultural infrastructure and products are realised by all.

Population growth is expected to be distributed unevenly across Victoria, with high growth
in metropolitan areas in comparison to regional cities and rural towns (DAE, 2015)

Municipal Association of Victoria

Bendigo Arts Gallery

Local Government makes a substantial investment in the arts in Victoria, is a major
owner and supporter of cultural infrastructure across the state, has direct and indirect
roles in municipal arts and cultural programs, and is responsible for many
complementary functions such as place-based management, urban planning, local
business development, community development, integrated planning, economic
development and public health. (MAV 2015)
Limited information is available on the revenue of regional cultural assets however
Bendigo Art Gallery, one of the largest regional galleries in Victoria, has experienced
revenue growth of around 15 per cent over the last five years. Figure 27 illustrates the
growth from $757,000 in 2011 to $874,000 in 2015.
Figure 27: Bendigo Art Gallery revenue 2011-2015
Million

Limited data on the performance of regional assets impacts the ability to ascertain
whether the offering to regional audiences is adequate, or needs to increase.

The Bendigo Art Gallery is over 120 years old and was first established in 1887. It is
one of Australia’s oldest and largest regional art galleries and is recognised as a
premier Victorian regional Art Gallery. The Gallery draws local, regional and national
patronage, providing a number of services to patrons, through its artwork and
exhibitions, exclusive and diversified event space, educational facilities and art gift
shop and café services.

Overcoming operating challenges
The location of the Gallery in regional Victoria places certain challenges on its
operation. The first being the ability to attract and host exhibitions and artwork of a
national and international calibre without the scale and the commercial strength of a
city based gallery and the second is to maintain and grow patronage. To address
these challenges, the Gallery places an important emphasis on building and
strengthening its network throughout the local, national and international artistic
community and undertakes to secure partnerships with other galleries to enable
access to the national and international touring circuit.

In 2014, the Gallery completed a significant building expansion project (Bendigo Art
Gallery 2014), at a total cost of $8.4m. This project was co-funded by the Victorian
Government ($3.75 million), Local Government ($3.65 million) and philanthropic
support ($1 million). The renovations delivered enhanced visitor facilities, a new
loading bay and back of house infrastructure as well as a purpose-built store to
house the permanent collection. Although the renovation temporarily disrupted
operations, patronage grew consecutively in 2014 and 2015.

Source: Bendigo Art Gallery Annual Reports
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Culture
Museum of Old and New Art - Tasmania

Value proposition

Given the breadth, depth and diversity of infrastructure that exists across Victoria’s
CCSRT sector, a specific jurisdictional case study has been used to highlight
comparisons with similar infrastructure to Victoria.

The MONA art collection is comprised of controversial and confronting works of art,
designed to shock and attract visitors to the venue. The value proposition of the gallery,
and the comparative advantage it has in the Australian national cultural tourism sector is
the broad range of diverse art exhibitions which are provided in a unique and exclusive
venue located in one of the more beautiful locations in Australia.

The following case study of the Museum of Old and New Art (MONA) in Tasmania has
been selected as a significant cultural asset of another jurisdiction. This case study
highlights the value proposition of MONA, the extent of past and future asset investment,
and service performance. The objective of this case study is to draw similarities and
comparisons to major Victorian cultural assets.

Unlike many other privately owned art galleries or museums, MONA has not sought notfor-profit status, with a focus by the owners on retaining control and oversight over the
creative direction of the gallery. Unlike the Victorian NGV, MONA focusses on servicing a
smaller and more exclusive niche market.
General admission to the NGV is free, however attending special events or exhibitions
attracts a small price. To attend the Andy Warhol | Ai Weiwei exhibition at the NGV, the
cost of a single adult ticket is $26.00 (NGV 2015). The cost for a single adult ticket
(general admission) to MONA is between $20-$25.

Asset investment, expenditure and governance
A $75m renovation project commenced in 2007 and was completed in 2011. There is little
publicly available information relating to the detailed scope of the works.

The Museum of Old and New Art (MONA) is an art museum located in Hobart, Tasmania.
It was officially opened in 2011 and is privately owned and operated. MONA is the largest
privately funded museum in Australia.

Reports indicate that the owner of MONA hopes to commence redevelopment at the
gallery by the end of 2016. The redevelopment would include a 160 room hotel casino
development, a function centre, restaurant, bar, theatre, shopping and larger library. The
redevelopment and extension would include gambling facilities, and would assist with
rising operating costs. It is unknown whether the Tasmanian Government will contribute
to the proposed works.

The underground art museum has 6000 square metres of exhibition space, theatre,
gallery, and art conservation and administration area. The site also includes eight chalets
called MONA Pavilions, a restaurant, winery, Moo Beer Brewery, a boutique, walkways,
penthouse and private tennis court. Other features include a cinema for video works, a
waterfall installation, crimson velvet-lined gallery and a water covered gallery floor
(Design Build Network 2015).

Arts Tasmania is the peak Government agency focussing on the arts sector in the state.
According to Arts Tasmania, the overarching objective of the sector is to be internationally
recognised as innovative and successful in its strategic arts collaborations, niche markets
and products (Arts Tasmania 2015). The strategy of Arts Tasmania is to leverage the arts
and culture sector – led by MONA – as a key component of Tasmania’s competitive
advantage. Cultural tourism is a key priority area of the Tasmanian Government.
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu © 2016 - Infrastructure Capability Assessments
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Culture - continued
Museum of Old and New Art - Tasmania

Key findings | Strengths and challenges

Operating costs
As MONA is a privately owned and operated facility, it does not need to report on
operating costs or revenue. However, it is reported that operating costs are between $6m
and $10m annually.

Infrastructure performance
MONA is a significant contributor to visitation to Tasmania. Since 2012, the number of
domestic and international visitors to Tasmania who visited MONA during their stay
increased by 36 per cent, and is illustrated in figure 28 below.

Figure 28: MONA Visitor profile 2012-2015

•

MONA is Australia’s largest private museum and one of the more controversial
private collections of modern art in the world. Collections can range from ancient
Egyptian mummies to some of the world’s most infamous and thought provoking
contemporary art

•

Unlike larger, publicly owned cultural assets, MONA serves a smaller, more niche
and boutique market. Private ownership ensures that the gallery retains creative
control over product and programming throughout the year

•

However, without public funding or support rising operating costs are reported to
be impacting the ability of the owners to ensure that the facility is able to meet
growing capacity and demand

•

MONA is a significant contributor to the Tasmanian economy, boosting inbound
tourism. In the year ending June 2015, 29 per cent of all visitors to Tasmania
reported that they went to MONA. MONA is a significant drawcard to inbound
tourism for the state, and is the second most popular visitor attraction in the state
(Tourism Tasmania 2015).

Source: Tourism Tasmania 2015

In the absence of other information (such as customer satisfaction or revenue) service
performance must be assessed on annual patronage and visitation. Increased visitation
demonstrates strong growth and service performance of the asset.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Civic
For the purposes of this analysis, Melbourne/Greater Melbourne based assets have been
assessed for their service performance with regional assets.

Satisfaction (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne and Regional)

How is performance measured?

Community satisfaction is a key performance indicator for civic and community assets.
However, not all assets capture this information, creating a challenge when assessing
performance of the sector.

Integrated community facilities are a vital component of creating healthy and thriving
communities, and enhance the quality of life for residents.

The service performance of infrastructure in the civic sector is assessed by the extent to
which assets enable community participation and cohesion. Performance measures
include:
•

Satisfaction – the extent to which civic venues and community spaces meet
user expectations

•

Visitation – annual patronage and civic participation

•

Programming – the extent to which civic venues and community spaces are
activated through public events and activities

•

Revenue – the annual revenue for civic venues and community space (noting
that there are large variances between the revenue drivers of most civic and
community venues, therefore performance can only be assessed on an asset
by asset basis, rather than by sector).

The annual Local Government Community Satisfaction Survey captures levels of
community satisfaction with council facilities and services across Victoria. The 2015
survey captures the views of 28,316 residents (DWELP 2015).
Survey respondents were asked to nominate the “best thing” about their council, and were
provided with 11 different options. Of all respondents, 13 per cent nominated public areas
and community facilities as the best aspect of their local council, as illustrated in figure 29.
Figure 29: Local Government Community Survey 2015:
“What is the best aspect of your council? (N=28,316)

How well are major Melbourne/Greater Melbourne based assets
performing?
Major civic assets such as Federation Square have been performing well in relation to its
ability to meet community expectations. This is based on strong levels of visitor
satisfaction (over 95 per cent over the past five years).
However, at the sector level for both regional and Melbourne/Greater Melbourne, there is
little information available which will enable effective assessment of the performance of
infrastructure. The absence of information is also acknowledged to affect the planning
and development of new community and civic infrastructure at a Local Government level
(Kerkin 2012) including:
•

Accessing benchmark data around best practice service provision

•

Understanding the capacity of existing service levels to respond to growing
demand.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Visitation (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne and Regional)

Programming (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne and Regional)

The extent to which civic venues and community spaces attract and maintain visitors is
one indicator which can be used to assess service performance. Major publicly owned
assets such as Federation Square report on visitation in their Annual Reports. See Figure
30 below for annual visitations between 2010 -2015.

Civic venues and community space programming providing activities which enable
community engagement is another indicator which can be used to assess service
performance.

Federation Square tracks the number of visitors who participate in two or more public
activities per visit, as illustrated in Figure 31. Although the percentage of visitors
participating in multiple activities has decreased, the likelihood of repeat visitation has
remained the same, suggesting customer loyalty and effective activation of the public
space.

Figure 30: Visitation to Federation Square (2010-2015)

Programming within and around venues tends to be used as a means to activate open
public areas.

The civic assets included in this analysis vary from large precincts or hubs which
comprise a number of different service offerings. For example Bunjil Place in the City of
Casey includes a mix of arts, entertainment, library and civic facilities in the one location
and the Bendigo Town Hall has architectural and historical significance to Victoria and is
used for civic meetings or conferences.

Figure 31: Programming and visitation to Federation Square (2014
and 2015)
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Source: Federation Square Annual Reports
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Revenue (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne and Regional)
The extent to which civic venues and community spaces generate trading revenue can be
used as a measure of service performance however is limited in its utility. There is a growing
trend to create precinct and integrated community hubs that enable access to commercial
revenue streams (from commercial tenants and venue hire) such as Federation Square.
As illustrated below in Figure 32, revenue has increased by 10 per cent since 2011. This
revenue growth is positive in light of the 2013 VAGO report which highlighted Federation
Square as one of six entities rated as having high financial sustainability risk (VAGO, 2013).
Federation Square reported a deficit of $6.8 million at 30 June 2013, largely driven by
depreciation costs. Findings highlighted that if Federation Square continues to generate
insufficient revenue to undertake asset maintenance and renewal, it may lead to long term
capacity challenges, particularly around operating and providing services at the current level.
Figure 32: Federation Square revenue (2011-2015)
Million

T

Federation Square

Federation Square was established by the Victorian State Government in 1999,
and officially opened to the public in 2002. The $450 million cost of construction
was co-funded by the Victorian State Government, City of Melbourne, the
Australian Government, private entities and major sponsorship alliances.
Federation Square has recently been named the sixth Best Public Square of the
world in a list of top ten international icons (Federation Square, 2015).
Since its opening, the Square has attracted over 90 million visitors (local, interstate
and international) and is recognised as the number one Melbourne attraction for
national and international visitors. The public space hosts over 2,000 free public
events each year.
Despite being a community venue, Federation Square operates as both a hub for
cultural festivals, events and recreational activities as well as a commercial
landlord for several enterprises that operate shopping, cultural events and dining
venues.

Balancing commercial revenue with community access
This multi-use design of Federation Square enables it to generate commercial
revenue from tenants. However, as the primary purpose of Federation Square is to
be a community venue, balancing the commercial needs of tenants with the
expectations of the community is a high priority.

Source: Federation Square Trust Annual Report 2015

There are still a number of Council-owned venues that are operated as public spaces such as
the Bendigo Town Hall and the Geelong Library and Heritage Centre. Opportunities to
generate revenue within these venues are limited, largely through the hiring out of venue
meeting rooms or conference facilities. However, as an asset for the community, these
facilities are generally hired out at considerably discounted rates.

All tenants are supported through tourism marketing, advertising and connections
with Melbourne’s major festivals. They are also made aware of Federation
Square’s programming through various communication channels which include
tenant business briefings, monthly events listings, major event e-mail updates and
staff forums.

The continued success of the ability of Federation Square to provide an attractive
and safe community venue is evident through ongoing satisfaction ratings. Over
the last five years, over 95 per cent of visitors have been satisfied with the services
provided at the Square, of which 70 per cent are highly satisfied.

For example, Glen Eira City Council’s weekend auditorium hire rate is $1,278 (Glen Eira City
Council, 2015), whereas a Melbourne CBD based function centre (with similar capacity) can
be hired for $7,500 for a Saturday night function.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Civic
Jurien Bay Visitor Information and Civic Centre – Western Australia
Given the breadth, depth and diversity of infrastructure that exists across Victoria’s CCSRT
sector, a specific jurisdictional case study has been used to highlight comparisons with similar
infrastructure to Victoria.
Jurien Bay Visitor Information and Civic Centre has been selected as a case study as it
highlights the importance of civic and community facilities in regional areas. The Victorian civic
sector provides a number of major Melbourne/Greater Melbourne based assets (such as
Federation Square and Bunjil Place) however there is currently limited civic infrastructure in
regional or remote towns. This case study demonstrates the social and economic benefit created
for residents and the broader community.

The Centre was developed in order to provide an integration of education and community
resources, tourist information, office, art and culture and technology spaces within a
central location. The Centre will effectively service a population of up to 5,000 with
capacity to adapt and expand to continue to serve as the civic and learning hub of Jurien
Bay.

Regional Centres Development Plan Initiative
The Regional Centres Development Plan is a Royalties for Regions initiative to
encourage regional communities to plan and prepare for the future, in light of predicted
population growth.
The Government of Western Australia has committed $85.5 million for transformational
projects to be used in “Regional Supertowns”, of which Jurien Bay as one of six (Western
Australia State Government, 2015). A Supertown is defined as a town which has:

•

Potential for population expansion

•

Potential for economic expansion and diversification

•

Strong local governance capabilities

•

Generation of net benefits to the state.

The Government funding apportioned to the development of the Centre was drawn from
this fund.

Asset expenditure and governance
In May 2015 the Jurien Bay Visitor Information and Civic Centre (‘the Centre’) was officially
opened in the Shire of Dandaragan in Western Australia. This was the largest single infrastructure
project ever undertaken in the region and was completed through a $8.44 million investment from
the Government of Western Australia and supplemented by the Shire of Dandaragan (Shire of
Dandaragan, 2015)
The Centre is now positioned as a central hub for business and economic development,
increased educational opportunities, community engagement and recreational activities including:

The investment by the Western Australian Government towards the development of the
Centre was focussed on growth and creating a central location for multiple community
services.
In regional towns, civic facilities are particularly important in providing a central location
for local communities to congregate, engage and participate in various events and
activities. The funding provided by the State Government enables the town of Jurien to
provide residents with infrastructure which provides culture, civic and community facilities.

•

Information Technology Communication Centre

Infrastructure performance

•

Community Resource Centre

•

Increased office space for government departments

As the Centre was opened in May of 2015, there is no data available relating to the
performance of the Centre in the community.

•

Arts and culture (exhibition space)

•

Community space (parks and gardens, amphitheatre).
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Civic - continued
Jurien Bay Visitor Information and Civic Centre – Western Australia
Key findings | Strengths and challenges
•

Opened in May 2015, the Jurien Bay Visitor Information and Civic Centre
provides residents and nearby communities with a permanent centrally located
facility which will enable community engagement, participation and
collaboration.

•

The development of the Centre was funded through the Government of Western
Australia’s “Royalties for Regions”, an initiative designed to support regional and
remote towns to increase capacity in order to meet the demands of a growing
population.

•

The investment was focussed on growth – consolidating disparate functions and
increasing user capacity.

•

Civic and community facilities in regional and remote towns are of particular
importance as they provide both a social and economic benefit to the local
region, by providing public spaces, cultural exhibition, and civic facilities.

•

By providing a social and economic benefit, civic and community facilities in
regional and remote towns focus on enhancing the liveability of residents, rather
than commercial and tourism opportunities.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Sport and recreation
How is performance measured?

How well are Melbourne/Greater Melbourne based major assets performing?

The Victorian sport and recreation sector operates in a highly competitive environment;
competing not only with interstate and international jurisdictions, but also with other
leisure, culture and entertainment pursuits. Excellent service performance is critical to
ensuring that Victoria remains the sport and cultural capital of Australia.

Melbourne has been awarded the “World’s Ultimate Sports City” three consecutive times, and
has received awards for best major event strategy and sports infrastructure (SRV, 2015).

Service performance of infrastructure in the sport and recreation sector is assessed by
the extent to which assets within the sector are utilised, the types of events that are
hosted, visitation and revenue earned. Performance measures include:
•

Number of contracted calendar days – the number of days which are
contracted for recurring national events or other physical and community
activities

•

Major events – the quantity and diversity of major events which are attracted
and hosted in the sector

•

Patronage – the number of visitors to a venue per annum/the number of tickets
sold for a particular event

•

Revenue– the extent to which a facility is increasing year on year revenue.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu © 2016 - Infrastructure Capability Assessments

The strength of Melbourne and Greater Melbourne’s sport and recreation sector is characterised
by significant assets and distinct precincts, such as:
•

MCG

•

Etihad Stadium

•

MOP (including Rod Laver Arena, AAMI Park and Hisense Arena)

•

Albert Park Lake Precinct (including MSAC, the Grand Prix track and Lakeside
Stadium).

Figure 33: Melbourne/Greater Melbourne sport and recreation assets
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Number of contracted calendar days (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)
The Victorian sports event calendar attracts participants and visitors from across Australia
and overseas, and contributes over $1.8 billion each year to the Victorian economy.
(DPC, 2015). Sport and recreation plays an important role in the lives of individual
Victorians and helps shape community identity. Sport and recreation opportunities provide
settings for social interaction, sharing common interests and enhancing a sense of
community.

Figure 34: Melbourne Park: Contracted days (2011-2014)
Number
of days

The Victorian sports calendar is shaped largely by significant recurring events throughout
the year. Victorian specific recurring events are those which are exclusive to Melbourne
and Greater Melbourne, for example the Melbourne Cup Carnival. Non-specific recurring
events are those which are at risk of shifting to another interstate or international
jurisdiction, such as:
•

Australian Football League final series

•

Australian Tennis Open

•

Boxing Day Test.
Source: Melbourne and Olympic Park Trust Annual Reports

Fundamental to the success of any asset is the maximisation of its utilisation, ensuring
that events are held consistently and regularly. Contracted calendar days can be defined
as the number of days that a facility is contracted to host a significant or major event.

Major assets such as MOP report on these numbers within their annual report to highlight
utilisation and performance. Figure 34 illustrates the number of contracted days of MOP
(including Rod Laver, Hisense Arena, Margaret Court) from 2011 to 2014.
Figure 34 demonstrates consistent utilisation of MOP. In 2011, MOP had 65 per cent
utilisation (based on 365 available days). Stage One of the MOP redevelopment
commenced in September 2011 and this may explain the decline in utilisation
commencing in 2012. However, from 2013 utilisation increased to 58 per cent utilisation
reported in 2014.
In the absence of appropriate benchmark data, anecdotal evidence suggests that the
utilisation of major Melbourne based infrastructure appears to be consistent.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Major events (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)
The extent to which Melbourne and Greater Melbourne based sport and recreation assets
are able to attract and host major international events can be used to evaluate the
performance of the sector.

Figure 35: Attendance at the Australian Tennis Open (2011-2015)
‘000s

Assets such as the MCG, MOP, MSAC and the Grand Prix track are internationally
renowned for attracting and hosting major sport, recreation and entertainment events.
Some major events hosted in the past five years include:
•

MCG – 2015 ICC Cricket World Cup, Boxing Day Test, AFL Premiership series
and Grand Final, Liverpool FC game

•

Rod Laver Arena – Australian Tennis Open, Katy Perry, Taylor Swift

•

AAMI Park – Football Asian Cup, A-League Grand Final

•

Albert Park Sports Precinct (Grand Prix Track) – the Australian Grand Prix.

The depth and breadth of major events held at sport and recreation assets in Melbourne
and Greater Melbourne demonstrate the multi-functionality of infrastructure.

Source: Melbourne and Olympic Park Trusts Annual Report

There is an information gap relating to the overall number of major events held at
Melbourne and Greater Melbourne infrastructure. However, the sector appears to be
performing strongly based on the number and type of major events which continue to be
held, including the 2011 President's Cup Golf and 2014 World Cup of Golf.
The performance of some Melbourne and Greater Melbourne sport and recreation assets
can be determined through the patronage at major events. As illustrated in Figure 35,
attendance at the Australian Tennis Open is consistent and has been increasing since
2011.
Some upcoming major sport and recreation events include:

•

Superbike World Championships (February 2016)

•

Commonwealth Bank Test Match: Australia vs. West Indies.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Patronage (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)

Revenue (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)

The performance of sport and recreation infrastructure in Melbourne and Greater
Melbourne can be assessed based on the number of visitors per annum. Infrastructure
visitation is largely underpinned by attendance at major sport, cultural and entertainment
events. The multi-function use of assets (such as the MCG and Rod Laver Arena)
optimise opportunities for increased visitation and patronage.

Trading revenue is one indicator which can be used to assess service performance.
Revenue at major sport and recreation venues includes income derived from other sources
such as catering, hire of meeting rooms and merchandise.

In the absence of sector wide statistics, it is difficult to assess the total patronage at all
Melbourne and Greater Melbourne sport and recreation assets. However, patronage at
some major assets such as the MCG, MOP, State Sport Trust (including MSAC and
Lakeside Stadium in Albert Park) and Flemington Racecourse are provided in their
annual reports.

In the absence of revenue information at a sectoral level, the revenue of major assets can
be used as a proxy for service performance.
SSCT manages major assets such as MSAC, Lakeside Stadium and the State Netball and
Hockey Centre. It reports on revenue and performance in Annual Reports.
Figure 37 illustrates revenue increase of 12 per cent since 2011.

State Sport Centre Trust (SSCT) manages the Albert Park Sports Precinct, which
includes MSAC and Lakeside Stadium. This precinct (which also includes the Grand Prix
Track) is a major Victorian sport and recreation asset and it hosts a number of major
national and international events as well as providing recreational facilities for community
use.
MSAC continues to be the strongest performing facility within the Sports Centres Trust
portfolio, with over 2.2 million visitors in 2014/15.

Figure 37: State Sport Centres Trust Revenue 2011-2015

Millions

Figure 36: MSAC visitation 2011-2014
Millions

Source: SSCT 2015 Annual Report

Source: State Sports Trust Annual Report
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Melbourne and Olympic Park
MOP was established in 1995 when Melbourne Park was joined with the existing
Olympic Park.
The Precinct consists of several venues including Rod Laver Arena, Hisense Arena
and AAMI Park. Collectively these are recognised as one of the premier sporting
precincts and major sporting events venues in Australia. Every year, MOP hosts
the Australian Open Tennis, national and international rugby, football, rugby
league, netball and basketball games whilst also hosting high profile music
concerts and family shows (MOP, 2015).

Operating*
revenue of
~$75.2 million
(2014-15)

Operating
revenue of
~$88.5 million
(2013-14)

Operating
revenue of
~$87.9 million
(2012-13)

Figure 38: Total attendance at Melbourne and AAMI Park over the last four years

Enhancing venue versatility to grow revenue sustainability
The first stage of a significant redevelopment of the Park was recently completed in
2014. This redevelopment is intended to consolidate its position as a world-class
venue by meeting growing attendance at the Australian Open and, importantly, by
continuing to secure high yielding generating major events across both sport and
entertainment. Complementing this investment, considerable effort has been
directed toward designing and marketing the venues within the Park as multipurpose spaces that can be used for a variety of hire activities. Revenue received
from alternative venues hires helps to offset the seasonality of the major events
calendar.
Events hosted at MOP include:

•

Tennis tournaments (i.e. Australian Open)

•

A-League football matches

•

Entertainment (i.e. Taylor Swift concert)

•

Basketball.

Figure 39: Total contracted days at Melbourne and AAMI Park over the last four years

The versatility and multi-use of the MOP assets highlights the flexibility and
adaptability to changing demographic needs.
This revenue diversification strategy was effective in 2014. In this year, revenue
was down 1.2 per cent from the previous year due to a shortfall of 26 event days
at Rod Laver Arena (MOP, 2014).
The shortfall was partially offset by additional revenue from the hire out of Margaret
Court Arena and an uplift in revenue from ticketing, catering and merchandise.
Source: MOP 2015
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
How well are major regional assets performing?

Visitation (Regional)

The service performance of major regional sport and recreation infrastructure can be
assessed through similar parameters to Melbourne and Greater Melbourne based
infrastructure; that is, the extent to which the asset is utilised, the number of visitors per
year, the number of major events hosted and overall revenue.

Visitation and patronage at regional sport and recreation infrastructure can be used as an
indicator to assess service performance.

It is possible to assess the performance of major regional assets in the absence of
sector-wide service performance data.
At a high level, performance of regional sport and recreation assets can be based on:
•

Major events and the number of major events hosted in regional sport and
recreational facilities

•

Visitation – the throughput at significant facilities and use of community
recreational facilities

•

Satisfaction and adequacy of available facilities – feedback on the
adequacy of community facilities and major assets

•

Revenue – the extent to which assets are sustainable.

Visitation and ticket sales at major regional assets (such as Simonds Stadium) can be
used as a proxy to assess service performance.

Data provided by the City of greater Geelong highlights the link between visitation and
major events held at Simonds Stadium. The number of visitors is directly linked to the
number of major events held at the asset.
Visitation has been highest during AFL matches, Figure 40 shows.

Figure 40: Simonds Stadium - Total average patronage per major on
ground event 2013-14 and 2014-15

Major events (Regional)
Service performance of regional sport and recreation infrastructure can, in part, be
evaluated by the ability for the sector to attract and host major sport events.
Simonds Stadium in Geelong is a large regional sport and recreation asset which
provides significant economic benefit to the region. The venue is largely used to host AFL
events which plays a key role in attracting visitors to the region.
Since 2013, the number of major events hosted at Simonds Stadium has increased by 10
per cent. In 2013/14, the venue hosted a total of 1,135 events, and of those 40 were
major events. The following year, Simonds Stadium hosted 1,255 events of which 45
were major.
Redevelopment at major stadia will create greater opportunities to attract and host major
international events.
Government investment towards assets such as Simonds Stadium and Junction Oval will
assist the venues to develop the grounds and comply with International Cricket standards
to host world class cricket events.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Satisfaction (Regional)

Revenue (Regional)

There is a focus in regional Victoria on the provision of adequate sport and recreation
infrastructure. The levels of community satisfaction with available sport and recreation
assets can be used as an indicator of service performance within the sector.

The revenue generated by regional sport and recreation infrastructure has limited utility
for measuring the service performance of facilities.

There is an evident information gap relating to the overall satisfaction of the community
and users of regional sport and recreation infrastructure.
However, a report published by SGS in 2014 articulates the levels of council and
community satisfaction with the adequacy of some regional sport and recreation
infrastructure. The survey was based on feedback from local councils and state sporting
associations to assess the level of satisfaction with existing sport and recreation facilities
in regional Victoria.
Survey outcomes indicate that the majority of council staff and state sports association
staff believe that existing facilities are only somewhat adequate in meeting existing
demand levels.
•

41 per cent of state sport association staff believe that facilities do not meet
demand or satisfy community expectations

•

11 per cent of council respondents believe that existing facilities in regional
Victoria are inadequate, and do not meet present demand by the community.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu © 2016 - Infrastructure Capability Assessments

Sport and recreation infrastructure in regional and remote communities plays a large role
in enabling and supporting community engagement and participation. As such, of greater
importance is the extent to which infrastructure supports and creates community
outcomes.
Responsibility for funding these facilities is often the responsibility of local councils, rather
than a significant dependency on revenue sources gained by membership, catering and
other activities. In addition to council funding and a smaller collection of revenue, these
facilities are also often subsidised by community fundraising efforts and sponsorship.

Victorian Government subsidising access to regional cultural
infrastructure
The Victorian Government recognises the growth potential in the regions, and has
committed to investing significant funds towards the upgrade and development of
sport and recreation facilities. It is anticipated that increased investment into the
sector will markedly improve the performance of existing facilities (Victoria’s Regional
Statement, 2015).
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Sport and recreation
Sydney Cricket Ground – New South Wales

Redevelopment commenced in 2008 over three stages. Although it was primarily focussed
towards enhancing and sustaining existing facilities, once complete the redevelopment
increased the capacity of the SCG from 45,000 to the current 48,000.

Given the breadth, depth and diversity of infrastructure that exists across Victoria’s CCSRT
sector, a specific jurisdictional case study has been used to highlight comparisons with similar
infrastructure to Victoria.
Sydney Cricket Ground (SCG) has been selected as a case study because hosts major sport
and recreation events similar to the MCG and Etihad Stadium. The case study highlights the
commitment of the NSW Government towards upgrading and enhancing major infrastructure,
and improving the competitive strengths of the sport and recreation sector in NSW.

•

Stage One (Sustain) – renew and replace existing spectator stands, and upgrade
facilities and amenities in order to enhance patron comfort

•

Stage Two (Sustain and Grow) – replace three additional spectator stands for
new pavilion, improve existing facilities and enhance accessibility and connectivity
between SCG venues

•

Stage Three (Grow) – develop a new 700 person dining room, three new bars
and secure player facilities.

The total cost of the project was estimated to be $198 million, with a contribution of $109
million from the NSW Government and $50 million from the Australian Government.

Rebuilding NSW
Rebuilding NSW is the NSW State Governments’ plan to stimulate productivity growth in
major centres and regional communities and ensure that infrastructure is able to support
population growth towards almost nine million people in NSW (NSW Government, 2015).
Under the auspices of Rebuild NSW, the State Government will invest $20 billion towards
productive infrastructure, across sectors such as urban roads, regional transport, education,
health, water and sports and cultural institutions.
The SCG is a sports stadium in Sydney, NSW, owned by the Government of NSW and operated
by the Sydney Cricket Ground Trust. Situated next to the SCG is Allianz Stadium, which was
built in 1988 and is Sydney’s premier rectangular field venue for rugby league, rugby union and
soccer. Allianz Stadium is both owned and operated by the Sydney Cricket Ground Trust.

The NSW Government has committed $1.2 billion for sport and cultural infrastructure. Of
this, $600 million will be reserved for upgrading and enhancing sporting infrastructure.
Funding will be available from 2017-18 and the focus of the investment will be Moore Park
(Allianz Stadium).

Current seating capacity is 48,000 at the SCG and 44,000 at Allianz Stadium. In the year ended
February 2013, the venues and facilities operated by the Trust hosted approximately 1.087
million visitors, a decrease of 75,000 from 2012. (Audit NSW, 2013)

Creating a world class sports, entertainment and lifestyle precinct

The SCG continues to attract and host major international events, similarly to Melbourne’s MCG
and Etihad Stadium. In 2014, it hosted the opening series of the US Major League Baseball,
generating a reported $13 million for the New South Wales State Government. Further reports
highlighted that the event would be showcased to a global audience of up to 168 million.

Asset investment, expenditure and governance
Since 2005, the capital works conducted on the SCG have been focussed primarily on sustain enhancing and improving existing facilities through spectator stand redevelopment and
replacement. Redevelopment increased capacity and connectivity between venues in the area.
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Based on the funds provided through Rebuild NSW, the Trust will undertake a major
development of Allianz Stadium and the wider Moore Park precinct. The capital works
include both growth and sustain initiatives.

Growth
•

A new National Football Stadium to
provide state of the art facilities for
rugby league, union and football.

•

Improved transport, parking and
pedestrian access.

Sustain
•

Replacement of the Bill O’Reilly and
Clive Churchill/ Brewongel stands.

•

Upgrading of the Members and
Ladies pavilions.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Sport and Recreation
Sydney Cricket Ground – New South Wales

Visitation

Operating costs

The graph below highlights visitation at the MCG and the SCG (including Allianz
Stadium). Similarly to operating costs, it is difficult to present a fair representation of both
venues due to the different reporting of both the MCG and the SCG Trust. For example,
the MCG Trust Annual Report publishes attendance at all “major events” held at the
MCG. This may not take into consideration other types of visitation (i.e. MCG Sports
Museum, school trips etc.).

Since 2012, the operating costs of both the MCG and SCG Trust facilities have been
gradually increasing as shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Operating costs of the Sydney Cricket Trust and MCG 2012-2014

Although visitation to events at the MCG is much higher that the SCG, the graph
highlights that visitation for both the MCG and SCG are increasing.

Millions

Figure 42: Visitation of the Sydney Cricket Trust and MCG 2013-2014

Millions

Source: SCG Trust Annual Report and MCG Trust Annual Report

Although the operating costs for the MCG and SCG Trust appear to be slightly increasing,
a direct comparison is difficult as:
Source: SCG Trust Annual Report and MCG Trust Annual Report

•

Capacity – the MCG has a maximum capacity of approximately 100,000
patrons whereas the SCG has a maximum capacity of 48,000 and Allianz
Stadium has a capacity of 44,000.

•

Volume – the operating costs provided by the SCG Trust are for both the SCG
and Allianz Stadium, whereas the operating costs for the MCG Trust are for the
MCG only.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Sport and Recreation
Sydney Cricket Ground – New South Wales
Infrastructure performance
The service performance of the SCG and Allianz Stadium appears strong. Service
performance can be assessed by visitation and customer satisfaction of infrastructure
facilities.

In the year ending February 2014, the total number of event visitors to the SCG and
Allianz Stadium was 1,362,535. This represents a growth of 15 per cent from 2012.
Customer satisfaction is tracked through annual surveys. Public respondents are asked to
give a satisfaction rating for food and beverage, entertainment, staff, amenities, security,
health of environment and access to information. Scores for most areas increased on the
previous year, except for food and beverage facilities. Some respondents were
particularly concerned around the “value for money” and “speed of service” provided at
Allianz Stadium (SCG, 2015).

Outcomes
•

NSW Government has invested significant funds towards sustaining and
growing the SCG and Allianz Stadium ($109 million in 2008 and $600 million
committed through Rebuild NSW ).

•

The focus of these investments has been upgrading and redeveloping existing
facilities, however through the Rebuild NSW commitment, capacity will be
increased with a priority towards creating a world class sport facility.

•

Operating costs appear to be increasing, however this may be a result of
increased capacity following recent redevelopments.

•

Current service performance is strong and consistent, and is based on growing
visitation and customer satisfaction.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Tourism
How is performance measured?
Victoria’s tourism sector is unique in that it relies on a convergence of several sectors (such as
arts and culture, sport, major events and entertainment) to work together in complement to
attract visitors (TTF, 2014). As such, the performance of the tourism sector is largely based on
the collective performance of several sectors alongside the performance of infrastructure and
services that support specific tourism attractions.
Service performance of tourism sector infrastructure is assessed to the extent infrastructure and
services attract intrastate, national and international visitors, the level spent per visitor and the
preference of the state as a destination of choice. Performance measures include:
•

Visitation – the number of local, intrastate, interstate and international visitors
attracted to Melbourne/Greater Melbourne and regional Victoria

•

Visitation spend – the amount spent by visitors in Victoria during their visit either at
accommodation, dining or multiple tourist attractions or activities

•

Preference as a destination – customer feedback on the preference of
Melbourne/Greater Melbourne or regional Victoria as a destination of choice over other
tourist destinations.

This performance is due to the collective strengths of complementary sectors such as
arts, culture, entertainment and sport. Figure 43 shows that Victoria’s sport and
recreation services, casinos and cultural services (as distinct from specific tourism
attractions such as Melbourne Zoo) capture strong gross value add resulting from
tourism, compared to other states and jurisdictions.

Figure 43: National tourism GVA state and activity, 2012-13 ($b)

How well are major Melbourne/Greater Melbourne based assets performing?
Victoria has continued to achieve 20 per cent growth in international visitation since 2012
(Tourism Victoria, 2015) and a 13 per cent increase in the expenditure of domestic visitors to the
state over the same time frame (Tourism Victoria, 2015). Recent tourism statistics provided by
the City of Melbourne in 2015 highlight the strong performance of the sector:
•

200,000 people are employed in Victoria’s tourism sector

•

36,000 people are directly or indirectly employed in tourism within the City of
Melbourne

•

Tourism accounts for 4.3 per cent of all economic activity within the City of Melbourne.
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Source: BCG 2015

Major city-based infrastructure across the sports (MCG), culture (NGV) entertainment and
civic sectors (MCEC) play a considerable role in underpinning this trend. The enabling
infrastructure in each of these sectors attract and host major events to the state and
contribute almost $1.8 billion annually to the economy (Tourism Victoria, 2015).
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Visitation (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)
International visitation to Melbourne grew by almost 34 per cent in the five years between 2010
and 2015 (Tourism Victoria, 2015). During this period, major events tourism was a key pull
factor, representing 20 per cent of all international overnight visitors to Victoria (Tourism Victoria,
2015).

Over this same period, international visitor spend in Melbourne grew at an annual
average rate of 11.6 per cent, growing from $3.3 billion to $5.8 billion. Whilst on average,
international visitors to Melbourne/Greater Melbourne spent approximately $113 per night
(or $2,602 per visit) in the year ending September 2015 (Tourism Victoria, 2015).

Domestic visitation to Melbourne and Greater Melbourne has also experienced steady growth
from 2010-2015 as illustrated in Figure 44. According to the National Visitor Survey conducted
by Tourism Research Australia in 2015, 22 per cent of domestic overnight visitors to Melbourne
attended the city’s museums/ art galleries or an organised sporting event.

China continues to be Victoria’s largest source market with the highest expenditure of all
international visitors, demonstrated by 19.7 per cent year on year growth. Following China
were New Zealand (estimated $360 million spend in 2014) and Malaysia (estimated $328
million spend in 2014).

Figure 44: Domestic and international visitor estimates to Melbourne (2010-2015)
Thousands

Preference (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)
The extent to which visitors chose to visit Melbourne over other national and international
jurisdictions is a key indicator of Melbourne’s attractiveness as a destination. According to
the City of Melbourne in 2015:
•

Melbourne was Australia’s number one holiday destination for overnight
interstate visitors

•

For the first time, Victoria overtook Queensland as Australia’s second favourite
international tourism destination.

Although tourism assets based in Melbourne and Greater Melbourne are able to
showcase product across sport, arts, culture, shopping and dining, Melbourne/Greater
Melbourne is less associated with nature and coastal experiences, compared to
Queensland and Tasmania (BCG, 2015).
Source: Tourism Victoria

Visitation Spend (Melbourne/Greater Melbourne)
How much a visitor spends in Victoria is another important indicator used to assess the
performance of the tourism sector. The greater amount spent by tourists when they visit
Melbourne and Greater Melbourne, the higher the benefit to the tourism sector and broader
economy.
Melbourne continues to attract more domestic overnight visitors and expenditure than any other
Australian city. According to Tourism Victoria, the domestic overnight visitor expenditure in
Melbourne has been growing by an average of 7.2 per cent over the five years between 2010
and 2015 to an estimated $6.7 billion (Tourism Victoria, 2015). This exceeds the national growth
average of 5.2 per cent, demonstrating strong performance of the Melbourne/Greater
Melbourne tourism sector.
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Major events such as the Australian Open Tennis, the Australian Grand Prix, the AFL
Grand Final, Big Bash cricket series, as well as international exhibitions at the NGV
continue to attract strong visitation to the state. These events, concentrated in
Melbourne/Greater Melbourne, increase the attractiveness of Melbourne as a “destination
of choice” for visitors.

According to a survey of domestic travellers conducted by Tourism Victoria in 2015,
Melbourne is also recognised as Australia’s preferred destination for a domestic holiday
In this survey, 20.9 per cent of respondents preferred a holiday in Melbourne over the
Gold Coast (17.5 per cent) and Sydney (12.9 per cent).
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Melbourne Zoo
Melbourne Zoo was opened in Parkville in 1862 and spans approximately
55 acres. The Zoological Board of Victoria (Zoo Victoria) is responsible for
the overall governance of Melbourne Zoo, as well as the regionally based
Werribee Open Range Zoo and Healesville Sanctuary.
Collectively, Melbourne and Werribee Zoo and Healesville Sanctuary
attract over 2 million visitors per annum across a broad visitor base. In
2015, Zoo Victoria reported visitation comprising:
• 75 per cent from Melbourne/Greater Melbourne Victorians
• 9 per cent from regional Victoria
• 6 per cent interstate
• 8 per cent international.

Operating*
revenue of
~$46.37
million
(2014-15)

Operating
revenue of
~$46.98 million
(2013-14)

Operating
revenue of
~$52.60 million
(2012-13)

Figure 45: Total visitation at Melbourne Zoo, Healesville Zoo and Werribee Zoo

Achieving commercial success to fund conservation mission
Over recent years Zoo Victoria has embarked on a “Journey of
Excellence”, a plan that places a considerable emphasis on the
commercial imperative and organisational performance of all three zoos. It
is intended that by being more efficient (working smarter, eliminating
waste and more targeted use of resources) and being more effective in
growing the revenue base each Zoo’s ability to fight wildlife extinction will
be significantly enhanced.
Visitation is viewed as a key component to achieving revenue growth,
requiring a greater focus on marketing and product, in an increasingly
competitive tourism market. This plan outlines activities to increase
visitation, membership acquisition and retention, tourism, fundraising,
sponsorship and government support.

Figure 46: What Visitors think about Melbourne Zoo 2011-12 and 2013-14

Targeted marketing campaigns, creative and dynamic seasonal visitation
campaigns and strong public relations work have been effective. In 201415 record visitation numbers put Zoo Victoria on track to achieve the
targeted three million visitors by 2018–19 (Zoo Victoria, 2015).

Source: Zoo Victoria 2014
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Visitation (Regional)

Visitation spend (Regional)

Tourism makes a significant contribution to the regional Victorian economy each year. In
2013-14, tourism was worth approximately $11.5 billion to regional Victoria, and
generated employment of 114,400 direct and indirect jobs (Tourism Victoria).

Overnight and daytrip visitors spend money in regional Victoria, boosting the local
economy and creating direct and indirect jobs (Tourism Victoria, 2015).

Since 2010, the average annual growth rate of domestic overnight visitors to regional
Victoria has been 4.6 per cent. The total number of domestic overnight visitors in the year
ending June 2015 was 13.2 million (Tourism Victoria, 2015). Average annual growth of
international overnight visitors has been 5.9 per cent per annum, with a total of 4.2 million
in the year ending June 2015. Growth in visitation demonstrates solid and consistent
performance by the sector, as illustrated below in Figure 47.

Figure 47: Domestic and international visitor estimates to regional
Victoria (2010-2015)

The number of domestic daytrip tourists to regional Victoria is increasing. In 2014,
approximately 27.9 million domestic daytrip tourists visited regional Victoria, representing
an increase of 5.7 per cent year on year. In the same year, domestic daytrip visitors were
estimated to have spent close to $2.87 billion.
Figure 48 highlights the growth in domestic and international visitor expenditure in both
regional Victoria and Melbourne/Greater Melbourne.
Visitation and visitation spend (by both domestic and international visitors) to regional
Victoria is increasing year on year, however growth is less than that of Melbourne/Greater
Melbourne. At 3.6 and 9.9 per cent respectively (domestic/international visitor spend),
growth rates are below Melbourne’s – 4.8 per cent and 11.6 per cent respectively.

Thousands
Figure 48: Domestic and international visitor expenditure in Victoria (2014
and 2015)
Thousands

Source: Tourism Victoria

Growth
+ 3.6%

Growth
+ 4.8%

Growth
+ 9.9%

Growth
+ 11.6%
Source: Tourism Victoria, 2015
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Preference (Regional)
The extent to which regional Victoria is a destination of choice by domestic and
international visitors can be used as an indicator of service performance in the sector.
Over half of all international tourists to regional Victoria are travelling for holiday and
leisure purposes. A similar proportion (51 per cent) of domestic tourists visit regional
Victoria.
According to Tourism Victoria, regional visitation is largely driven by dining and general
site seeing rather than a distinct experience of regional Victoria. Less than 20 per cent of
domestic visitors travel to regional Victoria to experience the landscape and setting of the
state’s national parks – reinforcing the gap in Victoria’s nature based tourism products
(Victorian State Government, 2015).
According to Tourism Victoria, in 2015 the top 15 activities of domestic overnight visitors
to regional Victoria included:
•

Eating out at restaurants (54%)

•

Visiting friends and family (48%)

•

General sightseeing (26%)

•

Visiting national parks, museums, galleries (18%).
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Mount Buller and Mount Stirling
The Mount Buller and Mount Stirling Resort are governed by the Mount Buller and Mount
Stirling Alpine Resort Management Board. The Board is focussed on providing cost-effective
as well as high quality alpine facilities and experiences that meet local community
expectations and are viewed as desirable tourism destinations. This is augmented by a
significant responsibility to protect and enhance biodiversity within the natural and modified
environments of the alpine regions (Mount Buller and Mount Stirling Alpine Resort
Management Board, 2014).

Planning for long-term sustainability
In 2014, Mount Buller attracted nearly 310,000 visitors (Mount Buller and Mount Stirling
Alpine Resort Management Board, 2014), representing an increase of over 55,000 on the
previous year and growing the resorts market share by 2 per cent. These visitor numbers,
although positive, stretched the capacity of facilities. Although striving for continued growth in
visitation, the Board recognises that this objective presents operational opportunities and
challenges. Detailed analysis of longer-term strategic development projects focussed on
world-class snow play facilities has commenced – such as the Horsehill to Village gondola
where there are hopes to improve both the capacity and attractiveness of the resort.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison - Tourism
The Gold Coast, Queensland

Visitation

Given the breadth, depth and diversity of infrastructure that exists across Victoria’s CCSRT
sector, a specific jurisdictional case study has been used to highlight comparisons with
similar infrastructure to Victoria.

Queensland’s visitor economy is experiencing sustained growth in both domestic and
international markets. Growth in demand is primarily driven by an increase in leisure
travellers, as well as corporate and student traveller markets. (QLD Government, 2015).

The Gold Coast has been selected as a relative comparator to the Victorian tourism sector
because it attracts large volumes of international and domestic visitors each year through its
beaches, shopping, nightlife, theme parks and hinterland attractions. The Queensland
Government has committed to invest significant funds towards infrastructure development
and enhancement, in the lead up to the 2018 Commonwealth Games.

However, domestic visitation to the Gold Coast decreased by 5.9 per cent over 20142015, with an overall decrease of 12.3 per cent in domestic visitor expenditure. This
decrease in domestic visitation was primarily driven by a decline in holiday visitors from
interstate and intrastate markets (TEQ, 2015). Conversely, international visitation to the
Gold Coast increased strongly during 2014-15 at 6.2 per cent, with visitors from China
being the largest international source market.

Domestic and international visitation to the Gold Coast is illustrated in Figure 49 and 50.
Figure 49: Gold Coast Domestic
Visitation

The Gold Coast is one of Australia’s premier holiday destinations. It is famous for its
beaches, surf, theme parks, shopping, nightlife and hinterland. Located one hour south of
Brisbane, the Gold Coast comprises 70 kilometres of uninterrupted coastline, hinterland and
rainforest attractions. The region is famous domestically and internationally for its attractive
environment, climate and lifestyle.
Tourism and Events Queensland (TEQ) has a very clear vision – “for the Gold Coast to be
internationally recognised by 2016 as a world class leisure and business events destination”.

Figure 50: Gold Coast International
Visitation

Source: TEQ 2015

Queensland has five airports that provide direct access to strategic global markets in
Asia, Europe and the United States. The Gold Coast has its own dedicated airport, which
increases the accessibility for local and international tourists.

The Gold Coast shares the rank with Brisbane as one of the most desirable places to live
when ranked on political, social, economic and environmental factors. The region attracts
over 12 million visitors per year, and contributes more than $1.5 billion to the local economy
(Gold Coast Convention and Exhibition Centre).

In 2014 the Gold Coast released the Gold Coast Destination Tourism Management Plan.
This plan outlines the vision for tourism in the region from 2014-2020, with a vision of
doubling overnight visitor expenditure to $7 billion by 2020.

Jupiter’s Casino is another major tourist attraction on the Gold Coast and provides visitors
with luxury hotel and nightlife facilities.

In 2018 the Gold Coast will host the Commonwealth Games. This will the biggest event
the city has ever seen and the largest event hosted in Australia in the past ten years.
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Tourism - continued
The Gold Coast, Queensland
Asset expenditure and governance
The Commonwealth Games will see over 6,500 athletes and officials participate in 11
days of competition and it is expected to attract in excess of 100,000 domestic and
international visitors to the region (Gold Coast Destination Tourism Management Plan,
2014).
In preparation for the Commonwealth Games, the Queensland Government is investing
toward redeveloping and expanding infrastructure. The total cash budget is $2.07 billion
which will be offset by estimated operating revenues of $272 million, contributions of $115
million from the City of Gold Coast and $156 million from the Australian Government. The
Queensland Government will contribute $1.484 billion to the event (Embracing 2018).
The Commonwealth Games will be hosted in 18 new upgraded and existing venues
(including the Carrara Sports Precinct and the Coomera Indoor Sports Centre) across the
Gold Coast and broader Queensland region. It will contribute almost $2 billion to the state
economy and create almost 30,000 new jobs in the lead up to the games (Queensland
Premier, 2015).
In addition to infrastructure investment for the Commonwealth Games, a key priority for
the Queensland Government is creating enabling infrastructure which will connect key
assets such as cities to airports and other transport facilities, as well as waterways
infrastructure to create a network of activity hubs (City of Gold Coast, 2014).

The City of Gold Coast track levels of community satisfaction for public transport
infrastructure. An increase in community satisfaction from 2014-2015 was attributed to the
opening of the light rail system which transports on average 18,000 passengers per day.
(City of Gold Coast Annual Report, 2015).
The Queensland Government is significantly investing in tourism infrastructure on the
Gold Coast and in particular the linkages and connectivity between major tourist
attractions and key transport hubs. Tourism infrastructure in metropolitan Melbourne, on
the other hand, is well developed with a number of interconnected precincts (Melbourne
Park/AAMI Park, Arts Precinct etc.) demonstrating ease of use and connectivity.
A report by Boston Consulting Group in 2015 highlighted the preference of domestic
tourists for Melbourne as a destination over the Gold Coast (BCG, 2015). This suggests
ease of accessibility by tourists in Melbourne which enhancesthe overall attraction for
domestic visitors.
Figure 51: Australian preferences for next domestic holiday

per cent

Infrastructure performance
The City of Gold Coast aspires to be one of the best places to live and visit in Australia.
The service performance of the tourism sector appears to be consistent, however it is
experiencing a decrease in domestic visitation and expenditure. It is expected that
infrastructure development leading up to the 2018 Commonwealth Games will boost and
enhance tourism within the region.
The Queensland Government, along with the City of Gold Coast have developed a
Tourism Management Plan which outlines the infrastructure and service performance
objectives between 2014-2020. A large focus of this Plan is to grow and sustain new and
existing infrastructure, in order to increase capacity of existing assets and enable greater
accessibility and connectivity between key infrastructure such as airports, sporting
venues and the city.
Source: BCG, 2015
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8. Infrastructure performance and sector performance
Jurisdictional comparison – Tourism - continues
The Gold Coast, Queensland
Key findings | Strengths and challenges
•

The Gold Coast is associated with stunning beaches, theme parks, hinterland,
shopping and nightlife entertainment.

•

In 2014, Queensland attracted 19.08 million visitors, an increase of 5.6 per cent
on the previous year. In the same year, Victoria attracted over 20.6 million
visitors, with a growth rate of 5.1 per cent. However, domestic visitation to the
Gold Coast decreased slightly over the same year.

•

The Queensland Government has committed over $1 billion towards the 2018
Commonwealth Games, which includes growing and enhancing new and
existing infrastructure.

•

The Commonwealth Games is expected to attract over 100,000 domestic and
international visitors, and create over 30,000 direct and indirect jobs in the lead
up to and during the event.

•

In addition to infrastructure investment for the event, the Queensland
Government is focussing on developing enabling infrastructure which will
increase accessibility and connectivity between major assets (such as the
airport and tourist attractions).
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9. Supporting ICT infrastructure
The ICT systems used by the CCSRT are enabled by a critical ICT datacentre and network. This infrastructure provides ICT systems vendors with a platform to provide tailored cloud hosting
services and enabling administrative systems to enable the community and visitors to Victoria efficient and effective access to major CCSRT infrastructure. Refer to the ICT sector section for
more information on ICT infrastructure.

Some common ICT systems can include:
•

Online booking systems – Vendor online booking systems such as Ticketek

•

Publicly available free wifi – Free wifi enable connectivity and provide a “value add”
for visitors

•

Point of Sale (POS) for retail or merchandise – where infrastructure is
complemented by hospitality or retail stores, POS systems manage and track sales
and expenses

•

Challenges:
CCSRT-related ICT systems may not necessarily be mission critical to the operation of
the sector, but if they are shut down in instances of high usage or if the duration of shut
down is extensive then the effectiveness of sector services and operations will be
compromised:
Security and risk
•

Facilities management systems – Particularly in the case of major, multi-function
assets facilities management systems enable effective operations across multiple
tenants and visitors.

Securing information and knowledge is a key consideration within this sector. Critical
information such as personal details, contact numbers and credit card information
must be secure and unable to be accessed or penetrated. Applications which are
stored on the cloud may be susceptible to security risk and should be supported by
appropriate security software.

Some specific ICT systems can include:

Data integrity

Culture:

•

•

Art security and inventory management systems – Assets within this sector
generally house significant pieces of artwork. In order to control costs, manage
inventory and track the condition of art, assets will in most cases use an art asset
inventory system. The type of system will generally depend on the size, location and
market.

•

Online catalogue systems – Larger assets such as the State Library maintain online
cataloguing systems to manage and track books and other product.

Data integrity is another critical consideration for ICT infrastructure within this sector.
In order to ensure that data remains accurate and consistent and that there is no data
corruption which may adversely impact the organisation, appropriate software should
be installed. A failure in data integrity may cause unintended changes to data as a
result of retrieval or processing, malicious intent, or unexpected hardware failure.

Sport and Recreation
•

Online event management software – Major event coordinators may use cloud
based event management software in order to manage and track registration, event
websites, customer surveys, email marketing, budgeting, networking and social media.

Tourism
•

Customs and border protection systems – These systems track inbound and
outbound tourist movements.

•

Travel update portals – Online portals providing travel information and warnings.

•

Online booking systems – Online systems which enable travel planning and booking
including accommodation, dining and tours.
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10. Operational criticality and resilience
Methodology
The operational criticality assessment is measured using two key drivers – the likelihood
and the consequence, illustrating the relative frequency and impact of all asset subclasses.

Likelihood of a network level failure

Frequency
Frequency refers to the probability of a network level failure that renders the serviceability
of entire towns or large suburbs non-operational. The frequency of an event occurring
should be measured per the adjacent table.

Impact
Impact refers to the impact of a network level failure. The key assessment criteria would
be the impact it has on the system performance, the damage it would cause, the impact it
would have on public health, the impact it has on the state economy, and the level of
environmental damage that the failure is likely to cause.

Frequent

1 in 1 year likelihood of network level failure

Probable

1 in 5 year likelihood of network level failure

Occasional

1 in 20 year likelihood of network level failure

Remote

1 in 50 year likelihood of network level failure

Improbable

1 in 100 year likelihood of network level failure

Impact of a network level failure

Frequent

Catastrophic

A failure which could potentially result in the failure of the primary
function of the network leading to serious damage being caused, having
a large public health impact (several deaths), halting large sections of the
Victorian economy and creating serious environmental damage that may
be irreversible.

Critical

A failure which could potentially result in the failure of the primary
function of the network leading to serious damage being caused to
portions of the network, having a large public health impact (few deaths),
halting isolated sections of the Victorian economy and creating serious
environmental damage that is reversible.

Marginal

A failure mode which could degrade system performance without
causing any significant damage to the network, having minimal impact on
public health (small chance of death), halting only small parts of the
Victorian economy and causing minimal environmental damage.

Insignificant

A failure mode which could degrade system performance but will not
cause any damage to the network (superficial damage only), have no
impact on public health with no deaths, not impacting the Victorian
economy and causes no environmental damage.

Frequency

Probable

Occasional

Remote

Improbable

Insignificant

Marginal

Critical

Catastrophic

Impact
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10. Operational criticality and resilience
Sector specific considerations

Figure 52: Frequency and impacts of issues affecting CCSRT
infrastructure

A failure such as a power outage resulting in loss of lighting at a cricket oval would mean a night
match could not be played. Whilst it is difficult to mitigate the impact of a loss of power, the
frequency/likelihood can be reduced by installing generators. The cost of building in such
redundancy is weighed up against the cost of an outage. In the case of a televised event, there
is lost revenue and the risk of potentially losing future contracts. This makes the business case
for providing redundancy straight forward. In the case of a regional / amateur game, however, it
is unlikely that this will be the case. The assessment indicated in Figure 52 is based on the major
infrastructure within the sector only.

In the context of the CCSRT sector we have related this to the likelihood of an event requiring
the cancellation of an international event hosted at one of the major venues, televised to millions
of people globally. Such an occurrence is classified as ‘catastrophic’ as it would have a lasting
negative impact on Victoria’s reputation as providing world class sports and cultural events.

Civic
Probable

Frequency

Sector specific Impacts

Frequent

Tourism
CulturalSport & Recreational
Occasional

Remote

Sensitivity
Demand and reliance on this sector can be affected by political agenda. State, Local and Federal
Government may commit to hosting events, or investing in this sector. Committing to events of
international significance increases the impact of an ‘outage’.

Network
Most of the venues operate independently which means there is limited coordination of
programming across the network of assets. There is some capacity to relocate events if
necessary, however this is limited due to ticketing, licencing and televising of events. The
cancellation of an event at an established venue in Victoria may mean it is relocated interstate or
even overseas, rather than within Victoria (as would be the case if the Grand Prix was unable to
run at Albert Park, for example).

Improbable

Local stakeholders
affects < 50 people

Cancellation of
international event

Impact
Requirements of the International Olympic Committee (IOC)

Governance
There is no single governance framework across the entire sector that defines criticality and
resilience. Operators tend to work within guidelines set out by third party requirements in the
case of venues hosting third party events.

The IOC asks candidates for the Olympic Games 2024 to ‘Provide a guarantee
from the relevant authority/authorities that utility provider(s) will implement an
appropriate level of power quality and resilience sufficient to meet Games
needs, as well as operational support to all Olympic operational locations’. A
failure during an international event in Victoria could affect the result of future
bids to host such events.

IOC 2014 and 2024 questions to candidates
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10. Operational criticality and resilience
Culture
There are international exhibitions and events hosted in some of Victoria’s cultural hubs,
particularly the ‘Melbourne Arts Precinct’. There is reputational and potentially financial
damages if there a ‘failure’ at one of the venues. The impact would be cancellation of
shows or exhibitions and loss of revenues. There is limited redundancy within the
existing assets, the Arts Centre for example has a single stage lift. The precinct is over
30 years old and has been undergoing a program of upgrading the facilities over recent
years.

‘Rod Laver Area upgrade to secure the biggest and best events’
The second phase of a transformation at Melbourne Park is underway. Major Projects
Victoria have stated that the refurbishment will ‘shore up Victoria’s position as an events hot
spot, strengthen our title as the sporting capital of the world and create up to 1300 jobs in
the construction phase’. Melbourne Park stages more than 200 events every year.

Civic
Whilst locally significant these assets are independent of each other and a failure with
one would not significantly impact the sector overall. There is great variation within this
subsector. Federation Square faces a unique set of environmental challenges because it
is a multifaceted precinct with major public events, complex infrastructure, cultural
institutions and a range of commercial operations. Part of Federation Square’s Civic and
Cultural Charter (developed with the State Government) is to attract local, national and
international visitors. A failure at Federation Square would have consequences
substantially different to a failure at Bendigo Town Square.

Tourism

Image and quote from Major Projects Victoria website

Tourism is important to Victoria’s economy. Individual assets in isolation are relatively
resilient, in that a temporary outage would not cause significant lasting impacts. A
natural disaster that impacted natural resources is outside this scope, however those
physical assets that rely on natural environment (Philip Island Penguin Park, for
example) would be affected.

Sport and recreation
Those venues that host televised or international sporting events have built in
redundancy. For special events (such as the Commonwealth Games) additional/
temporary infrastructure is introduced. This limits the likelihood of a failure. In the event of
a failure, there could be reputational or financial impacts (e.g. lost revenue). In regional
areas, local events would be impacted (cancelled or rescheduled) in the event of a
failure.
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The cost of interruption to tourism – case study
Victorian bushfires in December 2015 affected Great Ocean Road towns at peak tourism
season. Great Ocean Road Regional Tourism chairman Wayne Kayler-Thompson
estimated in the above article that “the Surf Coast and Colac-Otways shires … would see a
30 per cent drop in business after the Christmas day fire”. He also expected “it will have a
flow on effect for the rest of the year”.
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11. Key demand drivers and future demand and infrastructure capacity
Victoria’s liveability

Population growth and uneven dispersion

Melbourne is recognised as the most liveable city in world, having been ranked number one
in the 2015 Economist Intelligence Unit’s Global Liveability Index (Invest Victoria, 2015) and
ranked in the top three cities for the last five years.

Figure 54 supports the estimate that over Victoria’s population is forecast to increase to over 11
million over the next 30 years, predominately influenced by increasing rates of international
migrants but also affected by continued interstate migration and natural population increases.
Figure 54 also indicates that this population growth is likely to be unevenly distributed across the
state; a large proportion of this increase is concentrated in Melbourne and major regional cities.

A community that is culturally diverse, underpinned by leading health and education
sectors, with a distinct annual events calendar (delivered at major cultural, sporting and civic
venues) and accessible community infrastructure have together made Melbourne and the
State an attractive place to live.

Figure 54: Average annual population growth by regions (2014-15-2045-56)

The concept of place impacts an individual’s sense of belonging, feeling of security and
contributes to the development of their identity (DAE, 2015). Making available public spaces
with appropriate community support services is an important demographic consideration,
affecting how people form networks and receive social benefits from this interaction.
Consequently, the design of community infrastructure – accessed by members of the
community for cultural, civic and sport and recreation purposes – plays a key role in
influencing community participation and the uptake of social and cultural activities.
Figure 53: Victoria’s population in transition (2015-2045)

Source: DELWP 2015

Looking to the future

Source: ABS Cat 3105 2015

Demographic changes, largely driven by population and consequent shifting community
profiles and an aging population will continue to be a key driver of future asset investment
decisions in the CCSRT sectors in both Melbourne and regional Victoria.
Addressing these changes in the context of financial challenges such as Council rate
capping will prioritise the need for a continued focus on coordinating planning and
investment in infrastructure upgrades across local and state Government to increase and
maintain community amenity. There also may be opportunities to offset these financial
challenges in instances where debt is under-utilised.
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The breadth and fragmentation among community infrastructure operators in Victoria,
particularly across Local Government, limits the current availability of consistent infrastructure
performance and condition data. This presents a continual challenge to coordinate CCSRT
sector-wide planning, development and maintenance of infrastructure. Regardless of the
absence of aggregate information to determine current capacity constraints, the extent of
forecast changes in Melbourne will likely require investment in expanding and upgrading the
capacity, versatility and quality of existing community infrastructure as well as considered
investment in the planning and location of new infrastructure – particularly cultural, civic and
sport and recreation infrastructure. For example:
•

Upgrades to ageing venues to enable effective hosting of events such as AFL football
matches, netball, tennis or basketball tournaments

•

Review and assess feasibility of upgrading technology in order to maximise the “customer
experience”

•

Identify additional revenue streams such as hospitality, catering or sales functions at
major events.
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11. Key demand drivers and future demand and infrastructure capacity
Rising rates of urbanisation, coupled with the continued growth of multi-cultural
communities and an aging population will require strategic investment, by both the public
and private sectors, to be directed toward the design and development of multi-purpose
infrastructure and supporting facilities. Venue facilities and enabling services will need to
promote equity and inclusiveness, enabling broad based community participation from
different genders, cultural backgrounds and ages.

This includes giving consideration to the appropriate size and flexibility of cultural, civic and
sport and recreation venues – balancing community accessibility and funding constraints.
Innovative thinking will need to be applied to the design and accessibility of facilities, to optimise
operating efficiency (such as the e-Town Hall connection investment in the State Library
redevelopment) whilst providing residents and businesses with a valued community hub (DPCD,
2012).

A key example includes the $10 million investment committed in Victoria’s Regional
Statement directed toward increasing the number of female change rooms and facilities
in regional sport and recreation venues. This investment is intended to address the
needs and requirements of an increasing proportion of women (of all ages) participating
in a broad range of sports.

Ageing community

In contrast to the population growth that will occur in Melbourne and major regional cities,
there will be a number of regional areas which will instead be faced with addressing lower
rates of population growth or decline. Regional communities and particularly residents
within rural areas are currently geographically dispersed and this is expected to become
more pronounced based on forecast population changes. This will have potential
implications for a variety of infrastructure and services.

Whilst Victoria is experiencing population growth, Figure 55 indicates the state will face an
increasingly aged population; people over the age of 70 will nearly double over the next 40
years, increasing from about 9 per cent of the population to over 16 per cent. Increased life
expectancy and lower birth rates are key drivers of this trend.
Figure 55: Victorian age distribution, 2011 to 2051 (forecast)

State Library of Victoria redevelopment
In the 2015/16 budget the Victorian Government has committed
$55.4 million to upgrade the State Library.
•

The redevelopment of the State Library is expected to commence in 2017, and
will be staged over five years.

•

The total cost of the project is estimated to be over $83 million, with $55.4 million
provided by the Victorian Government, with other funding provided by sources
such as the Ian Potter Foundation who will be contributing $10 million.

•

The project will include restoration of the Queens Hall, reopening the Russell
Street entrance.

•

Importantly an e-Town Hall connection will be developed to connect all regional
libraries, and increased capacity through new spaces for early learning, digital
media, entrepreneurship and exhibitions.

Objectives
• The redevelopment will improve accessibility and increase capacity of the State
Library, and celebrate the heritage of the asset. The redevelopment will position
the State Library as the Australian centre of knowledge, inspiration and
innovation.
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Source: ABS Cat 3105 2015

An ageing population will affect some key demographic changes, including the number of
retirees living within communities in Melbourne as well as throughout Victoria’s regions.
Community infrastructure, including assets and associated services that support all four CCSRT
sectors will need to give consideration to the needs of older people.
Venues within these sectors will need to increase their capacity as well look to be more
integrated in their design to support various leisure and community engagement activities and
services that are accessible for older people. Venues will also need to consider the appropriate
level of investment in assisted facilities (i.e. wheelchair access, handrails etc.) and technology to
meet the accessibility needs of an older population (DOH, 2012).
*ABS Cat 3105, Victoria in Future, referenced in the draft Victoria’s current and future state: a macroeconomic
perspective prepared by Deloitte Access Economics for Infrastructure Victoria 2015
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11. Key demand drivers and future demand and infrastructure capacity
Victoria’s visitor economy

Figure 56: International visitors to Victoria by source regions

Tourism is forecast to be one of the five growth sectors that will drive Australia’s future
economic growth. It has the potential to add $250 billion to the Australian economy over
the next 20 years (DAE, 2014). Influencing this level of projected demand growth is:
•

close proximity to Asia

•

distinct nature-based assets

•

aviation access

•

capacity growth

•

international education and health services

•

perceived stability and security of Australia as a destination to visit.

In addition, continued growth in foreign investor capital (particularly from Asia) entering
Australia, driven by investors’ desire to diversify asset holdings and fund marked areas
of growth, presents both opportunities and challenges to Victoria’s visitor economy.

Looking to the future
Strategic investment in Melbourne and the Greater Melbourne area, by both the public
and private sectors, will need to continue to be directed toward maintaining worldclass quality and capacity of major CCSRT venues to support the state’s major sport,
cultural and business events calendar, the procuring and storage significant cultural
artefacts and the existence of safe and inviting civic places for congregating.
Notwithstanding reinforcing existing competitive advantages, there will also be an
equal need to focus on enhancing the visitor experience in Victoria’s regions, where
gaps in competitive tourism products and services are recognised (Victoria State
Government, 2015). By focussing on growing the quality and availability of tourism
experiences in Victoria’s regions, the state will continue to strengthen its tourism
offerings relative to key competitors such as New South Wales and Queensland, who
both offer strong regional and nature-based tourism experiences.

Visitation growth and changing visitor demographics
Although there are several demand drivers underlying projected visitor growth, the
increasing mobility of people for leisure and business travel in key regions surrounding
Australia (in particular Asia) presents both an opportunity and challenge to the
competitiveness of Victoria as a travel destination of choice.
Figure 56 demonstrates that international visitors from Asia currently comprise the
largest cohort of international overnight (predominantly leisure) visitors to Victoria, with
tourists from this region encompassing a larger proportion of Victoria’s visitor market
than any other Australian state or territory.
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Source: Tourism Research Australia June 2014

Changing international visitor trends reinforce the importance of ensuring considerable
strategic effort is directed toward marketing to these visitor markets. Of equal importance
is the provision of a compelling visitor experience that satisfies the preferences of tourists.
To capitalise on this Victoria, like other Australian state’s and territories, must continue to
grow its visitor numbers, particularly from high-yielding domestic and international visitors
whose spend in the state will be enhanced via overnight and extended stays.
This requires ongoing strengthening of the state’s traditional tourism competitive
advantages which include hosting major sporting, business and entertainment events and
conferences, providing high quality and bespoke food and wine options and maintaining
Melbourne’s sport, cultural and specific tourism attractions (Tourism Victoria, 2013).

Regional visitation
Victoria’s regional tourism sector comprises over 55 per cent (Victorian State
Government, 2012) of Victoria’s regional employment. This is largely through the state’s
alpine regions, food and wine destinations and spa and wellness offerings.
Although Victoria’s other nature-based assets such as the Great Ocean Road, Grampians
and Phillip Island attract domestic and international visitors, visitation is largely through
day visits rather than an extended stay. The Shipwreck Coast Strategy indicates that
visitor experience at sites such as the Twelve Apostles and Loch Ard Gorge are at risk of
losing international tourism without supporting infrastructure projects.
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11. Key demand drivers and future demand and infrastructure capacity
Figure 57 indicates that over the last eight years, the proportion of Victorian visitor nights
(domestic and international) as a proportion of total Australian visitor nights has slightly
decreased relative to other jurisdictions (from 25 – 23.3 per cent). Further, when visitors
spend a night in regional Victoria, compared to regional NSW, they are likely to spend
marginally less.
Figure 57: Total number of visitors nights by state

As key inbound markets (including China) view Australia’s world-class natural
environment as the third most important factor in selecting a holiday (Tourism Australia,
2013) increasing visitation and spend in the regions around Victoria’s national parks
presents a necessary tourism diversification strategy for the state.
To do this, both public and private investment is required to develop tourism products and
services that enhance and promote the heritage and environmental diversity that can be
experienced by these assets. This will involve respectful development of the landscape
setting in and around national parks as well as enabling accommodation, dining and
transport links.
This imperative is acknowledged in the Tourism 2020 strategy (Tourism Victoria, 2013) as
well as the Victorian Regional Statement (DEDJTR, 2015) which contains several
initiatives focussed on attracting private investment and visitors to Victoria’s regions.
Among these initiatives is consideration of appropriate policy settings and application of
public funding needed to create an investment environment that draws private tourism
developers and operators to develop compelling and marketable tourism products. An
example of this is current public investment and planning being directed toward the
Grampians Peaks Trail.

Grampian Peaks Trail
Source: BCG 2015

Figure 58 and 59 demonstrates that a slightly higher proportion of visitors (22 per cent)
entering Sydney destined for NSW regional locations are within the highest expenditure per
night bracket than those who enter Victoria in Melbourne and disperse to regional Victoria (21
per cent).
Figure 58: Dispersal by spend per
night, Sydney Gateway 2011 to 2013

Outlined in Victoria’s Regional Statement, the Victorian Government
has committed $19 million to complete stage two of the three stage
development of the 145 kilometre Grampians Peaks Trail.
•

The Victorian Government recognises the need to attract investment in tourism
product and visitors to regional Victoria. Supporting appropriate and respectful
investment in nature-based tourism will help to protect the natural environment of
assets such as National Parks, whilst provide visitors with access to a distinct
Victorian setting and landscape.

•

Developing a trail along the Grampians Peak is considered a key example of
creating infrastructure that will enable a National Park visitor experience. Through
the Regional Jobs and Infrastructure Fund, the Victorian Government will fund
stage three of developing the trail.

Figure 59: Dispersal by spend per night,
Melbourne Gateway 2011 to 2013

Objective
•

Source: Tourism Research Australia 2015

Source: Tourism Research Australia 2015
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The intent of the trail is to position the Grampians as one of Victoria’s key naturebased tourism destinations in regional Victoria.

Tourism Research Australia, International and National Visitor Surveys, 2014 editions and Tourism Fact Pack, Boston
Consulting Group 2015
Tourism Research Australia, Dispersal of Chinese Free and Independent Leisure Visitors in Australia 2015
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12. Infrastructure charges
Table 18: 2014 Revenue and operating expenses for a sample of CCSRT infrastructure
The diverse type, use and scale of infrastructure across the CCSRT sectors means that
there is limited consistency around how and why infrastructure access and service
changes are incorporated into operating models. This impacts the availability of data to
demonstrate a sector-wide view to determine the extent to which infrastructure changes
help to recover operating costs.

Assets

Service Revenue
($m)

Operating expenses
excluding
depreciation ($m)

Australian Centre for the Moving Image

8.52

27.28

Noting this constraint, Figure 60 presents a comparison of the 2014 revenue earned from
infrastructure access and service charges, and operating expenses (excluding
depreciation) for a sample of major assets across the CCSRT sectors. This is presented
in more detail in Table 18. The dashed line in Figure 60 demonstrates the position in
which revenue (excluding grant and philanthropic revenue) covers operating costs
(excluding depreciation); data points below the line collect sufficient revenue to cover
operating costs.

Docklands Studios

3.01

2.59

This demonstrates that cost recovery in the CCSRT sector is generally not strong,
although it is stronger for major sport and recreation and tourism infrastructure where
revenue is collected from various sources (including media and ticketing), and weaker for
culture and civic infrastructure. This latter infrastructure has a considerable community
and public access focus, limiting the extent to which commercial rates can be charged to
for use of the infrastructure.

Figure 60: 2014 Operating Expenses vs revenue for a sample of assets

Federation Square

25.92

20.86

Flemington Racecourse (Victoria Racing Club)

155.74

137.94

Geelong Performing Arts Centre

2.83

3.85

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre

79.3

78.14

Melbourne Recital Centre
Zoos Victoria
(Melbourne, Werribee and Healesville Zoo)

7.25

10.98

64.52

62.34

22.12

18.50

Puffing Billy Railway

8.72

2.91

Sovereign Hill

26.66

22.3

Philip Island Penguin Park

Source: Annual reports 2014

Glen Eira City Council – Community Access
Community infrastructure owned and operated by local Councils have the primary intent of
servicing the needs of the local community and residents.
Cultural
Tourism
Civic
Sport & Recreation

Accordingly, this impacts the extent to which commercial revenue charges can be used to
manage access to infrastructure, affecting the extent to which local Council has to subsidise
the costs to operate infrastructure.
Venue hire rates for venues are often at a rate that is lower than commercial venues. In
addition, public open spaces and libraries are generally not charged at all. As an example,
the Glen Eira City Council has a weekend hire rate for its auditorium (culture asset) of $917
for community groups and $1,278 for commercial hire (Glen Eira City Council, 2015).

Source: Annual reports of assets 2014
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Culture
Arts Victoria Act 1972 - Under the Act, Arts Victoria has a role and responsibility to increase the availability and accessibility of the arts to the public and to encourage and assist
in the provision of facilities to enable the arts to be performed or displayed.
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - As effective landlords for these assets Arts Victoria is required to abide by relevant provisions within the Act, including safe management of
sites.
Building Act 1993 - Under the Building Act 1993 Arts Victoria is required to comply with all aspects relating to essential services and provision, enforcement of safety and
building standards and building regulation
Sustaining Our Assets – Government Assets Management Policy Statement 2000 - This policy sets out the Government’s directives on how its departments and agencies
should undertake the management of assets to enable service delivery objectives to be met effectively and to provide a foundation for economic growth
Creating the Future Towards 2020 (Arts Victoria’s Statement of Strategic Intent) - Relevant guiding theme: Creating content: Victoria’s diverse arts and cultural activity will
reflect and inspire twenty-first century audiences.

NOTE: Significant gaps between requirements for maintenance and available funding have been identified
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The following are projects that the Aurecon consulting team has been involved with that have informed input to this report
Table 19: Aurecon relevant experience
Asset

Project experience

Melbourne Cricket Ground

Engineers (as part of JV) for New Northern Stand redevelopment, engineering for Great Southern Stand, and ongoing upgrade works

Melbourne & Olympic parks

Engineering design all disciplines for a number of the buildings within the precinct

Simonds Stadium

Engineering design all disciplines

Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre

Engineering design as part of upgrade for Commonwealth Games

Melbourne Museums

Asset review & management advice

Arts Centre Precinct

Engineering design for recent redevelopment

Flemington Racecourse

Engineers for grand stand and other site works

Docklands Stadium (Etihad)

Original all engineering and ongoing upgrade works

Crown Casino & Entertainment
complex

All discipline engineering across several projects

Chadstone Shopping Centre

Various – services engineering
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General Use Restriction
This report is prepared solely for the use of Infrastructure Victoria. This report is not intended to and should not be used or relied upon by anyone else and we accept no duty of care to any other person or
entity. The report has been prepared for the purpose of providing an information base to support Infrastructure Victoria in developing their 30-year Infrastructure Strategy, and to provide an information base
that will assist Infrastructure Victoria with their public engagement for the Strategy. You should not refer to or use our name or the advice for any other purpose.
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